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NOTE ROOM CHANGE:
TMB NORTH ROOM 16

ROLL CALL
CONSENT AGENDA
A. Excusal of Absences
B. Approval of Minutes: 10/28/15

5 min

PUBLIC HEARING: NOMINATION TO THE TACOMA REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES
A. 710 South Anderson St., Epworth LeSourd United Methodist
Jeff Stvrtecky, Tacoma Musical
Church
Playhouse
PUBLIC HEARING: AMENDMENTS TO THE NORTH SLOPE HISTORIC DISTRICT INVENTORY
A. 1118 N 12th Street, 1220 N J Street, 301 N L Street

5.

DESIGN REVIEW
A. 625 Commerce Street, Old City Hall (Individual Landmark)
Stabilization
B. 714 N K Street (North Slope Historic District)
Garage demolition
C. 611 North Sheridan Ave. ( North Slope Historic District)
New Garage
D. 1735 Jefferson Ave., UWT Urban Solutions Center (Union
Deport/Warehouse Historic District)
Rehabilitation
E. University of Washington Tacoma Signage Program (Union
Deport/Warehouse Historic District)

6.

Staff

Mark D’Andrea, Public Works

5 min

10 mins

Lloyd Swick, Neighborhood and
Community Services

5 mins

Jay Elias, Elias Enterprise

5 mins

Elizabeth Moggio, Miller Hull
Partnership

20 mins

Ben Mauk, UWT

10 mins

PRESERVATION PLANNING/BOARD BUSINESS
A. Events and Activities Updates

7.

5 min

Staff

2 mins

CHAIR COMMENTS

Next Regular Meeting: December 9, 2015, 747 Market Street, Tacoma Municipal Bldg., Rm. 248 5:30 p.m.
This agenda is for public notice purposes only. Complete applications are included in the Landmarks Preservation Commission records available to the
public BY APPOINTMENT at 747 Market Street, Floor 3, or online at http://tacomaculture.org/historic/resources.asp. All meetings of the Landmarks
Preservation Commission are open to the public. Oral and/or written comments are welcome.

The City of Tacoma does not discriminate on the basis of handicap in any of its programs or services. To request this
information in an alternative format or to request a reasonable accommodation, please contact the Planning and Development
Services Department at (253) 591-5056 (voice) or (253) 591-5820 (TTY).
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Date:
October 28, 2015
Location: 747 Market Street, Tacoma Municipal Building, Room 248

Commission Members in Attendance:
Chris Granfield, Chair
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Reuben McKnight
Lauren Hoogkamer
John Griffith
Others Present:

Commission Members Absent:
Jeff Williams

Chair Chris Granfield called the meeting to order at 5:32 p.m.
1.

ROLL CALL

2.

CONSENT AGENDA
A. Excusal of Absences
B. Approval of Minutes: 10/14/2015

The minutes of 10/14/2015 were reviewed and approved as submitted.
3.

SPECIAL TAX VALUATION
th
A. 1015 North 11 Street (North Slope Historic District)

Ms. Lauren Hoogkamer read the staff report.
OVERVIEW
WAC 254-20 enables local governments adopt local legislation to provide special valuation of historic properties that have
been rehabilitated. With regard to the application review process, state law authorizes local historic review boards to
determine:
1. Whether the property is included within a class of historic property determined eligible for special valuation by the
local legislative authority under an ordinance or administrative rule (in Tacoma, this means properties defined as
City Landmarks);
2. Whether the property has been rehabilitated at a cost equal to or exceeding 25% of the assessed improvement
value at the beginning of the project within twenty-four months prior to the date of application; and
3. Whether the property has not been altered in any way which adversely affects those elements which qualify it as
historically significant.
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If the local review board finds that the property satisfies all three of the above requirements, then it shall, on behalf of the
local jurisdiction, enter into an agreement with the owner which, at a minimum, includes the provisions set forth in WAC
254-20-120. Upon execution of said agreement between the owner and the local review board, the local review board
shall approve the application.
Per TMC 1.42, the Tacoma Landmarks Commission is the local body that approves applications for Special Tax
Valuation.
ANALYSIS
Property Eligibility:
Rehabilitation Cost Claimed:
Assessed Improvement Value Prior to Rehabilitation:
Rehabilitation percentage of assessed value:
Project Period:
Appropriateness of Rehabilitation:

Contributing Property, North Slope Historic District
$190,800
$33,000
578%
December 2010 to July 2015 (4 years and 7 months)
Whole house renovation including replacement of siding,
new roof, new electric and plumbing, finishes, bathroom
and kitchen fixtures, cabinetry, painting, flooring, drywall,
insulation, window repair and replacement, new doors,
construction equipment, and construction fees. Work
was approved by the Landmarks Preservation
Commission on April 15, 2010.

RECOMMENDATION
Staff has reviewed the itemized expense sheet per the Commission bylaws for STV cost eligibility and recommends
approval of this application in the amount of $190,800.
Mr. Jeff Millheisler commented that the remodel had taken six years, instead of the two they originally thought they would
be needing. He reported that investing in the equipment needed for the remodel had allowed them to complete the project
without a full construction loan. Mr. Millheisler added that the project exceeded cost estimates due to the changing
economy and the higher cost of approved materials.
Commissioner York asked if the costs listed were only for materials and contractors or if they included included Mr.
Millheisler’s own labor. Mr. Millheisler commented that it didn’t reflect his labor 100% and it was just a best guess as they
could only go back 24 months. It was clarified that only the expenditures from the previous two years were eligible.
Commissioner Steel asked if construction cost interest is typically included. Mr. McKnight commented that the basic
eligibility is based on whether it’s chargeable to a capital account, but it cannot be related to acquisition or include basic
overhead.
Commissioner Steel asked if some of the line items were cost estimates for the use of equipment that Mr. Millheisler had
purchased. Mr. Millheisler reported that he had based the value on the rental costs for a single piece of equipment for 24
months. Mr. Steel noted that a piece of equipment wouldn’t typically be rented for two consecutive years. Mr. Millheisler
responded that he had to use to equipment fairly frequently and renting equipment only when needed would have been
more expensive. Discussion ensued. Mr. McKnight recommended not including the estimated costs of purchased
equipment in the line item. Mr. Millheisler agreed to removing the estimated equipment cost. Mr. McKnight noted that the
revised amount was $177,300 without the equipment costs.
There was a motion.
“I move that the Tacoma Landmarks Preservation Commission approve the special tax evaluation application for 1015
North 11th Street for the revised amount of $177,300.”
Motion: Chase
Second: Thorne
The motion was approved six to one with Commissioner York voting against.
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4.

DESIGN REVIEW
th
A. 1310 North 5 Street (North Slope Historic District)

Chelsea and Chris Bolander, Owners

Ms. Lauren Hoogkamer read the staff report.
BACKGROUND
Built in 1891, this is a contributing property in the North Slope Historic District. At the Landmarks Preservation
Commission meeting on October 14, 2015, the applicants proposed replacing the front, second story bedroom windows
and the windows in the rear upstairs bedroom, as well as a side door. Currently, these windows are not operational and
one has been damaged by a bullet. The windows are also deteriorated and contain mold and lead paint. The single-hung
th
windows would be replaced with the Andersen A-Series double-hung windows. On October 14 , the Commission
approved the replacement of the side door, but requested that the applicants provide a professional recommendation on
the feasibility of window restoration versus replacement. The applicants have provided a letter from Lacroix Home
Inspection, which supports their application.
ACTION REQUESTED
Approval of the above scope of work.
STANDARDS
Design Guidelines for the North Slope Special Review District: Windows
1. Preserve Existing Historic Windows. Existing historic windows in good working order should be maintained on
historic homes in the district. The existing wood windows exhibit craftsmanship and carpentry methods in use at the
time that the neighborhood was developed. New manufactured windows, even those made of wood, generally do not
exhibit these characteristics.
2. Repair Original Windows Where Possible. Original wood windows that are in disrepair should be repaired if
feasible. The feasibility of different approaches depends on the conditions, estimated cost, and total project scope.
Examples of substandard conditions that do not necessarily warrant replacement include: failed glazing compound,
broken glass panes, windows painted shut, deteriorated paint surface (interior or exterior) and loose joinery. These
conditions alone do not justify window replacement.
Repair of loose or cracked glazing, loose joinery or stuck sashes may be suitable for a carpenter or handyperson.
Significant rot, deterioration, or reconstruction of failed joints may require the services of a window restoration
company. If information is needed regarding vendors that provide these services, please contact the Historic
Preservation Office.
3. Replace windows with a close visual and material match. When repairing original windows is not feasible,
replacement may be considered.
 Where replacement is desired, the new windows should match the old windows in design and other details,
and, where possible, materials.
 Certain window products, such as composite clad windows, closely replicate original appearance and
therefore may be appropriate. ` This should be demonstrated to the Commission with material samples and
product specification sheets.
 Changing the configuration, style or pattern of original windows is not encouraged, generally (for example,
adding a highly styled divided light window where none existed before, or adding an architecturally
incompatible pattern, such as a Prairie style gridded window to a English Cottage house).
 Vinyl windows are not an acceptable replacement for existing historic windows.
Depending on specific project needs, replacement windows may include:
 Sash replacement kits. These utilize the existing window frame (opening) and trim, but replace the existing
sashes and substitute a vinyl or plastic track for the rope and pulley system. Sash replacement kits require
that the existing window opening be plumb and square to work properly, but unlike insert windows, do not
reduce the size of the glazed area of the window or require shimming and additional trim.
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An insert window is a fully contained window system (frame and sashes) that is “inserted” into an existing
opening. Because insert windows must accommodate a new window frame within the existing opening, the
sashes and glazed area of an insert window will be slightly smaller than the original window sashes.
Additional trim must be added to cover the seams between the insert frame and the original window.
However, for window openings that are no longer plumb, the insert frame allows the new sashes to operate
smoothly.

4. Non-historic existing windows do not require “upgrading.” Sometimes the original windows were replaced prior
to the formation of the historic district, and now must be replaced again. Although it is highly encouraged, there is no
requirement to “upgrade” a non-historic window to a historically appropriate wood window. For example, a vinyl
replacement window may be an acceptable replacement for a non-historic aluminum horizontal slider window,
especially if the historic configuration (vertically operated sash) is restored.
5. New Window Openings/Changing Window Openings
 Enlargement or changes to the configurations of existing window openings is to be avoided on the primary
elevation(s) of a historic building within the district. In specific cases, such as an egress requirement, this may
not be avoidable, but steps should be taken to minimize the visual impact.
 Changes to window configurations on secondary (side and rear) elevations in order to accommodate interior
remodeling are not discouraged, provided that character defining elements, such as a projecting bay window
in the dining room, are not affected. A typical example of this type of change might be to reconfigure a kitchen
window on the side of a home to accommodate base cabinets
 In general, openings on buildings in the historic district are vertically oriented and are aligned along the same
height as the headers and transoms of other windows and doors, and may engage the fascia or belly band
that runs above the window course. This pattern should be maintained for new windows.
 Window size and orientation is a function of architectural style and construction technique. Scale, placement,
symmetry or asymmetry, contribute to and reflect the historic and architectural character of a building.
6. Sustainability and thermal retrofitting.
a. Window replacement is often the least cost effective way to improve thermal efficiency. Insulation of walls,
sealing of gaps and insulation of switch plates, lights, and windows, as well as upgrades to the heating
system all have a higher return on investment and are consistent with preservation of the character of a
historic home.
b. Properly maintained and weather stripped historic windows generally will improve comfort by reducing drafts.
c. The energy invested in the manufacture of a new window and the cost of its purchase and installation may not
be offset by the gains in thermal efficiency for 40 to 80 years, whereas unnecessary removal and disposal of
a 100 year old window wastes old growth fir and contributes to the waste stream.
d. If thermal retrofitting is proposed as a rationale for window replacement, the owner should also furnish
information that shows:
 The above systematic steps have been taken to improve the performance of the whole house.
 That the original windows, properly weather stripped and with a storm window added, is not a feasible
solution to improve thermal efficiency.
 Minimal retrofit, such as replacing only the sash or glass with thermal paned glass, is not possible.
 Steps to be taken to salvage the historic windows either on site or to an appropriate architectural
salvage company.
ANALYSIS
1. This property is a contributing structure in the North Slope Historic District and, as such, is subject to review by the
Landmarks Preservation Commission pursuant to TMC 13.05.047 for exterior modifications.
2. The windows are deteriorated and currently inoperable; they contain mold and a bullet hole. Two of the windows are
located on the second story front and one on the rear second story.
3. The proposed replacement windows are the Andersen A-Series double-hung windows, which have been allowed in
the district.
4. The applicants have provided a professional recommendation on the feasibility of window restoration versus
replacement, as requested by the Commission.
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RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends approval of the application.
Mr. Marshall McClintock commented that the analysis addressed most of the questions from the previous meeting and he
was recommending that the Commission accept the proposal.
There was a motion.
th
“I move that we approve the application for 1310 North 5 Street as submitted.”
Motion: Jensen
Second: York
The motion was approved unanimously.
5.

PRESERVATION PLANNING/BOARD BUSINESS
A. Heritage Funding Program

BACKGROUND
On June 16, 2015, City Council authorized the use of $50,000 to fund a heritage grant program. Staff is in the process of
developing a competitive grant process for implementation in 2016. Key elements of the program include:









Funds granted in amounts from $1000-10,000, with a 1:1 match required (can be in-kind)
Eligible applicants include nonprofits within Tacoma city limits for projects within Tacoma city limits
Project types include exhibits, events and educational activities, interpretive materials or publications, research
and nomination activities, documentation and assessment, and capacity building or training for heritage
organizations.
Ineligible projects include operating expenses, acquisition, fundraising, etc.
All funded projects must relate directly to Tacoma’s history
Applications will be reviewed and scored by a grant panel consisting of City staff and Landmarks Commissioners
Final grant awards will be voted on by the full Landmarks Preservation Commission
Grants will be executed as service contracts between the City and the applicant

Included in the packet is a draft grant manual and application form.
ACTION REQUESTED
Feedback and guidance
Mr. Reuben McKnight reported that the City Council had authorized an appropriation to fund a Heritage Granting Program
primarily intended as an exhibit based grant. He reviewed that after a conversation regarding the local heritage
organizations not receiving City support, the City Council had requested a proposal for a program to grant the money out
to the community. The program was for $50,000 of proposed funding with a 1-to-1 match ratio to support non-profits and
non-taxable entities within City limits or projects related to Tacoma history. The program would be for items related to
Tacoma history or historic resources in Tacoma including exhibits, events, educational activities, interpretive materials,
research on historic properties, documentation of artifacts, and heritage organizations. The program would not be
available for overhead, operating expenses, acquisitions, commercial enterprises, individuals, projects already receiving
City funding, travel expenses, fundraisers, or political or religious activities. They were planning a grant workshop in
Spring of 2016 and having a committee including Commissioners and City staff to make recommendations back to the
Landmarks Preservation Commission for approval. The working criteria would include assessing community impact, the
quality of the proposal, the significance of the project, readiness to proceed, reaching underserved audiences, and the
demonstrated ability to execute the project.
Mr. McClintock asked the program would include signage. Mr. McKnight responded that it could be argued that it was
about promotion of history and could include things like heritage markers. Mr. McClintock commented that the current
signage for the North Slope Historic District was funded by the Neighborhood Council and they had sought funding for
interpretive markers, which had not been allowed as it was perceived as a value to the individual property owners.
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Commissioner Flemister commented that there was currently enough flexibility that someone could make a strong case
for signage and it was not necessary to encourage applications for it.
B. Events and Activities Updates
Ms. Lauren Hoogkamer provided an update on the following events and activities:
th

1. Hollywood by the Sea: A Holiday Heritage Swing Dance (6-9pm @ Titlow Lodge, November 13 )
2016 Save the Dates
Heritage Funding Program Workshop, January 2016 TBD
th
CLG Commissioner Workshop (9:30am-4pm @ Tacoma Convention Center, March 15 , 2016)
th
Wood Windows Workshop (1pm-4pm @ Earthwise Tacoma, April 9 , 2016)
Historic Preservation Month, May 2016
a) Kick-Off with Historic Tacoma (May 6, 2016)
b) Historic Homes Tour with Tacoma Historical Society
c) Amazing Preservation Race
d) Tweed Ride
e) Poetry Slam
nd
f) Awards Ceremony (1pm-3pm, The Swiss, May 22 , 2016)
6. Neighborhood History Walks with the Councilmembers, June 2016 TBD
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

CHAIR COMMENTS
There were no comments from the Chair.

The meeting was adjourned at 6:09 p.m.

Submitted as True and Correct:

_______________________________________________
Reuben McKnight
Historic Preservation Officer
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Landmarks Preservation Commission
Planning & Development Services Department

STAFF REPORT

November 18, 2015

NOMINATIONS TO THE TACOMA REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES – PUBLIC HEARING
General Procedural Notes:
The Landmarks Preservation Commission will hear public comments today regarding a nomination to the Tacoma
Register of Historic Places.
Tacoma Register listing follows procedures defined in 13.07.050, and consists of a minimum of two separate
Commission meetings. The initial meeting determines whether the property meets the threshold criteria in the ordinance
for age and integrity. If the Commission finds that the age and integrity standards are met, then the Commission may
move to have the nomination scheduled for a public hearing and comment period, at which the public may enter
comments into the record for consideration. Following the comment period, the Commission may deliberate on the
nomination for up to 45 days before recommending to City Council listing on the register, or denying the nomination.
The purpose of this hearing is to hear public comment and determine whether the nominated property meets the criteria
for designation and should be scheduled for City Council.

AGENDA ITEM 3A: Epworth LeSourd United Methodist Church (710 South Anderson Street)
Jeff Stvrtecky, Tacoma Musical Playhouse

BACKGROUND
The Modified Gothic/Gothic Revival style Epworth LeSourd United Methodist Church was built in 1926. It is nominated
under Criterion A for its association with Tacoma’s Epworth Methodist Episcopal Church, organized in 1889, and the
LeSourd Church, organized in 1907; Criterion C as an example of the Modified Gothic/Gothic Revival style and for its
builder, J.E. Tuell, and its architect, George W. Bullard, who designed many of Tacoma’s prominent buildings; and
Criterion F as an established and familiar visual feature in Tacoma. Significant dates include 1926, its build date, and
1944, when the church bells were added and the church became known as the Chapel of the Chimes. The Tacoma
Musical Playhouse has recently purchased the vacated church building.
On October 14, 2015, the Landmarks Preservation Commission found that the property meets the threshold criteria for
nomination to the Tacoma Register of Historic Places. At that time, the Commission voted that the property not be
nominated under criterion B.

STANDARDS
The building is nominated under the following criteria:
A. Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history; or
C. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents the work of a
master, or possesses high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction;
F. Owing to its unique location or singular physical characteristics, represents an established and familiar visual
feature of the neighborhood or City.

EFFECTS OF NOMINATION
 Future changes to the exterior will require approval of the Landmarks Preservation Commission prior to those


changes being made, to ensure historical and architectural appropriateness.
Unnecessary demolition of properties listed on the Tacoma Register of Historic Places is strongly discouraged by
the municipal code, and requires approval of the Landmarks Preservation Commission.
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Future renovations of listed on the Tacoma Register of Historic Places may qualify for the Special Tax Valuation
property tax incentive.
The property will become eligible for the Historic Conditional Use Permit.

ANALYSIS
1. At 89-years-old the structure meets the age threshold criterion.
2. The exterior of the church retains a high degree of integrity. A wrought iron gate and fire escape were added to
the education wing. Wrought iron was also added to the arches of the education wing. A mural was also added
to that section, which will likely be removed.
3. The church meets Criterion A for its association with Tacoma’s early Epworth Methodist Episcopal and LeSourd
Churches; Criterion C as an example of the Modified Gothic/Gothic Revival style and for its builder, J.E. Tuell,
and architect, George W. Bullard; and Criterion F as an established and familiar visual feature in Tacoma.

RECOMMENDATION
The Commission may recommend designation to the City Council, deny the nomination, or defer if additional information
is needed. Based upon the criteria listed in TMC 13.07.040, if no further public comments are received, staff
recommends that the nomination be forwarded to City Council with a recommendation for designation.
Sample Motion to Recommend Designation:
“I move that the Landmarks Preservation Commission recommend to City Council that the Epworth LeSourd United
Methodist Church be included on the Tacoma Register of Historic Places, finding that it does meet Criteria Cite Criteria
of TMC 13.07.040.”
Sample Motion to Deny Designation:
“I move that the Landmarks Preservation Commission deny the nomination for the Epworth LeSourd United Methodist
Church finding that it does not appear to meet the criteria for designation at TMC 13.07.040 (or state another reason).”
Sample Motion to Defer:
“I move that the Landmarks Preservation defer a decision on the nomination of the Epworth LeSourd United Methodist
Church to obtain additional necessary information (specify), to the next regular LPC meeting (or state another reason).”

AGENDA ITEM 4A: Amendments to the North Slope Historic District Inventory
Staff

BACKGROUND
Tacoma Municipal Code 13.07 requires the Landmarks Commission to adopt and maintain an inventory of historically
“contributing” and “noncontributing” properties to guide the design review process. “Contributing” properties are those
that contribute to the district’s historical associations or architectural qualities. The Commission may review and amend
these inventories once on an annual basis, concurrent with amendments to the Commission Bylaws.
On October 14, 2015, the Commission voted to consider changing the following properties from “noncontributing” to
“contributing:”
 1220 N J Street (built 1951)
 1118 N 12th Street (built 1948)
Staff is also recommending adding 301 N L Street (built 1894) to the district inventory as a “contributing” property,
since it was previously excluded due to a clerical error.
1220 N J Street is listed as “historic contributing” in the Nomination for the North Slope National Register Historic
District. 1118 N 12th is listed as “historic noncontributing” in the same nomination.
Staff has subsequently determined that the Commission motion from October 14, 2015 mistakenly included 1118 N
12th Street in its recommendation (the intended property was 1320 N 8th (built 1951)). Therefore, staff recommends
removing 1118 N 12th from consideration. Because the hearing notification did not include 1320 N 8th, staff further
recommends reconsidering this property during the annual update in 2016.
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EFFECTS
Exterior alterations to contributing properties require the approval of the Commission prior to the issuance of building
permits.

ACTION REQUESTED



Motion to remove 1118 N 12th from further consideration prior to receiving testimony
Following the close of the Public Hearing, the Commission shall review public testimony and take action to
approve, amend, or deny the proposed changes no sooner than its next regularly scheduled meeting.

DESIGN REVIEW
AGENDA ITEM 5A: 625 Commerce Street, Old City Hall (Individual Landmark)
Mark D’Andrea, Public Works

BACKGROUND
Built in 1892, Old City Hall is an individually listed landmark on the Tacoma Register of Historic Places as well as a
contributing property in the Old City Hall Historic District. The City recently purchased the building and is in the process
of stabilizing it for future redevelopment. The proposed scope of work includes temporary improvements including
stabilization of the masonry arches above 12 second floor windows. Mortar deterioration has caused the bricks to loosen
and present a fall hazard in specific areas of the 3rd floor window openings. The project team is proposing temporary
wooden arch bucks to support the arches. They would be constructed of 2x4 wood framing, as shown, and anchored to
the adjacent masonry pilasters. The mortar joints would then be cut out and tuck pointed. Additionally, deterioration has
caused the caused the copper cornice elements to fail and pull away from the building, creating a fall hazard. The
proposal is to stabilize the cornice with temporary netting, which would be attached using 2x2 wood nailers in a manner
that limits further damage to the masonry. The south and east side of the clock tower cornice were replaced during the
1980s and appear to be stable. These temporary interventions would remain in place until the entire exterior façade can
be addressed during redevelopment.
The objective is to provide interim stabilization in a cost effective manner that requires no historic material to be removed
from the building.

ACTION REQUESTED
Approval of the above scope of work.

STANDARDS
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Rehabilitation of Historic Buildings
2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic materials or alteration of
features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided.
5. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a property
shall be preserved.
9. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that if removed in the
future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would be unimpaired.

ANALYSIS
1. This property is an individual landmark on the Tacoma Register of Historic Places and, as such, is subject to review
by the Landmarks Preservation Commission pursuant to TMC 13.05.047 for exterior modifications.
2. The historic character of the property is being preserved. No historic material is being removed.
3. Distinctive elements are being stabilized and preserved.
4. No historic material is being destroyed or removed. The new work is temporary and will be removed without
damaging the building.
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RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends approval of the application.

AGENDA ITEM 5B: 714 North K Street (North Slope Historic District)
Lloyd Swick, Neighborhood and Community Services

BACKGROUND
The home at 714 N K Street is a contributing property in the North Slope Historic District. The City of Tacoma is
requesting approval for the demolition of the detached garage, which is deteriorated and in unstable condition. This is a
code enforcement action. On October 14, 2015, the Tacoma Hearing Examiner Pro Tempore found that the garage at
714 North K Street is an Unfit Building, with several violations of the Tacoma Municipal Code, and should be demolished.
City staff contacted the owner about this issue on April 7, 2015. No response was received from the owner and no action
has been taken to correct the violations. On August 8, 2015, the Tacoma Fire Department found that the garage is a fire
hazard. The Tacoma Police Department advised that the garage had become a nuisance. The applicant has indicated
that it would be cost prohibitive to repair or replace. No work is being done to the main structure on the property.

ACTION REQUESTED
Approval of the above scope of work.

ANALYSIS
1. Demolition of accessory structures is subject to review by the Landmarks Preservation Commission pursuant to TMC
13.05.047.
2. The Design Guidelines for the North Slope Historic District do not address demolition of accessory structures.
3. The garage appears to be from an early period of development in the North Slope but is highly deteriorated and is
not visible from the right of way.

RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends approval of the application.

AGENDA ITEM 5C: 611 North Sheridan Ave. (North Slope Historic District)
Jay Elias, Elias Enterprise

BACKGROUND
The home at 611 N Sheridan, built in 1920, is a contributing property in the North Slope Historic District. The proposal is
to replace the existing wood garage, which is deteriorated, with a new painted cedar and fir garage with a composite
roof. The new garage would sit in the same 20’-3”x 12’-3” footprint. The existing garage is 11’-6” high and the new
garage would be 12’-6” high. There would be a paneled wood door, with a lite, on the west side, and fixed wood
windows, with true divided lites, on the north side. The east-facing garage door would be a 10’-wide paneled roll-up door.

ACTION REQUESTED
Approval of the above scope of work.

STANDARDS
Design Guidelines for the North Slope Special Review District: Garages & Parking and New Construction
1. Alley accessed parking is the typical and predominant residential parking configuration in the district. Residential
driveways and garages facing the street are typically only appropriate when there is no alley access, or other site
constraints prevent alley accessed parking (such as a corner lot).
2. Minimize views of parking and garages from the public right-of-way. Parking areas and garages should be set toward
the rear of the lot to minimize visibility from primary rights of way. Parking lots and banks of garage doors along the
front facade of a building do not conform to the character of the neighborhood. Where it is not possible to locate a
parking structure to conceal it from view, it should be set well back from the front plane of the primary structure on
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the property. Off-street parking lots have no historic precedent in the residential areas of the neighborhoods and
should be located behind the building and away from the street.
3. Goal: Balance the overall height of new construction with that of nearby structures. Guideline: New buildings should
be comparable in height to adjacent structures. Buildings that are substantially taller or shorter than the adjacent
historic buildings should be avoided.
4. Goal: Relate the size and proportions of new buildings and their architectural elements to those of the neighborhood.
Guideline: Building facades should be of a scale compatible with surrounding buildings and maintain a comparable
setback from the property line to adjacent buildings, as permitted by applicable zoning regulations.
5. Goal: Break up the facades of buildings into smaller varied masses comparable to those contributing buildings in the
residential historic districts. Guideline: Variety of forms is a distinguishing characteristic of the North Slope and
Wedge residential communities. Smaller massing–the arrangement of facade details, such as projections and
recesses–and porches all help to articulate the exterior of the structure and help the structure fit into the
neighborhood. Avoid large, blank planar surfaces.
6. Goal: Emphasize entrances to structures. Guideline: Entrances should be located on the front facade of the
building and highlighted with architectural details, such as raised platforms, porches, or porticos to draw attention to
the entry. Entrances not located on the front facade should be easily recognizable from the street.
7. Goal: Utilize traditional roof shapes, pitches, and compatible finish materials on all new structures, porches,
additions, and detached outbuildings wherever such elements are visible from the street. Maintain the present roof
pitches of existing contributing buildings where such elements are visible from the street.
Guideline:
1. Shape and Pitch: Typically, the existing historic buildings in the districts either have gable roofs with the slopes
of the roofs between 5:12 to 12:12 or more and with the pitch oriented either parallel to or perpendicular to the
public right-of-way or have hipped roofs with roof slopes somewhat lower.
2. Architectural Elements: Most roofs also have architectural details, such as cross gables, dormers, and/or
“widow’s walks” to break up the large sloped planes of the roof. Wide roof overhangs, decorative eaves or
brackets, and cornices can be creatively used to enhance the appearance of the roof.
3. Materials: Roofs that are shingle or appear to be shingle, or composition roofs, are the typical historic material
compatible with the district. Seam metal may be an acceptable material for simple roof structures. Slate, faux
slate and terra cotta tiles are not appropriate for the districts.
8. Goals: Use compatible materials that respect the visual appearance of the surrounding buildings. Buildings in the
North Slope and Wedge Neighborhoods were sided with shingles or with lapped, horizontal wood siding of various
widths. Subsequently, a few compatible brick or stucco‑ covered structures were constructed, although many later
uses of these two materials do not fit the character of the neighborhood.
Guideline:
1. New structures should utilize exterior materials similar in type, pattern, configuration and appearance to those
typically found in the neighborhood.
2. Stucco, especially commercial EIFS systems like Dryvit, is not acceptable for the historic district.
3. Faux materials, such as vinyl or metal siding, are not acceptable for the historic district.
4. Certain siding patterns, including board and batten and panel, are not historically common in the district and
should not be used.
5. Cementitious products, such as Hardiplank, may be acceptable in the district if installed in a historically correct
pattern (for example, horizontal lapped siding or shingle). In such cases, the product used shall be smooth in
texture (faux wood grain finish is NOT acceptable).
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6. Engineered products for trim and molding, if demonstrated to be similar in appearance to painted wood, may
be an environmentally responsible substitute for wood on new structures. In such cases, the applicant should
demonstrate to the Commission, via product literature and material samples, that the product is compatible.
9. Goals: Respect the patterns and orientations of door and window openings, as represented in the neighboring
buildings. Window and door proportions (including the design of sash and frames), floor heights, floor shapes, roof
shapes and pitches, and other elements of the building exterior should relate to the scale of the neighborhood.
Guideline:
1. Placement. Typically, older buildings have doors and transoms that matched the head height of the adjacent
windows. New structures should utilize this pattern.
2. Doors. Doors should be or appear to be paneled and/or contain glazed openings.
3. Windows. New structures should utilize existing historic window patterns in their design. Windows should be
vertically oriented. Large horizontal expanses of glass may be created by ganging two or more windows into a
series. Historically, the typical window in the district was a double hung sash window. Casement windows were
commonly used for closets, nooks, and less commonly, as a principal window type in a structure. Many double
hung sash windows had the upper sash articulated into smaller panels, either with muntin bars, leaded glazing,
or arches. Commonly, windows were also surrounded with substantial trim pieces or window head trim.

ANALYSIS
1. This property is a contributing structure in the North Slope Historic District and, as such, is subject to review by the
Landmarks Preservation Commission pursuant to TMC 13.05.047.
2. The garage is alley-accessed and sited towards the rear of the property, which is minimally visible from the right of
way.
3. The garage height and design is compatible with the surrounding structures.
4. The new garage is similar in design and materials to the existing garage.
5. The applicant will salvage windows for use in the new garage.

RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends approval of the application.

AGENDA ITEM 5D: 1735 Jefferson Ave., Tacoma Biscuit & Candy Co. (Union Depot/Warehouse
Historic District)
Elizabeth Moggio, Miller Hull Partnership

BACKGROUND
The former Tacoma Biscuit & Candy Company was built in 1904 and is a contributing structure in the Union DepotWarehouse Historic District. The proposed rehabilitation is intended to convert the building into the new UWT Urban
Solutions Center. On July 8, 2015, the Commission gave preliminary design approval for the proposed rehabilitation.
The design team is now seeking final approval for the rehabilitation, including the following elements: replacing the
Jefferson Avenue storefronts with painted aluminum windows with wood trim, fixed transoms, and a low bulkhead wall.
The original transom and sill heights will be maintained. The new storefront will utilize Polymer Glass Fiber Reinforced
Gypsum, wood, and polyurethane for the different elements. The entrance will be relocated to the fourth bay under the
proposed new steel canopy, which will be similar to the historic canopy. The new canopy will be supported by tie rods
anchored to the masonry piers, with attachment points near the second level window sills. The deteriorated existing
metal cornices will also be replaced with Polymer Glass Fiber Reinforced Gypsum. The upper windows will be replaced
with large fixed double-hung, aluminum-clad, wood windows and fiber cement panels in continuous vertical bays
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between the masonry. Panels at spandrel areas between windows will be designed to match the overall proportions of
the existing panels. The team would also like approval for four options for replacement aluminum-clad wood windows, so
the project can go through a public bid process. The four window options include Marvin, Eagle, Milgard, and Pella
windows.
The storefronts along the Prairie Line Trail will be replaced with painted aluminum windows with a tripartite division in
each bay. The transom line and proportion of the large center mullions will be matched. Two large kinetic doors will open
to the interior spaces. The masonry will be cleaned and coated with a breathable light gray coating. Exterior insulation
and Richlite Rainscreen panels will be added to the south facade. The fire escapes and exterior staircase will be
removed, with the intention of salvaging the fire escapes for repurposing. The scuppers, conductor heads, and
downspouts will be replaced.
The Commission was briefed on this project on December 10, 2014.

ACTION REQUESTED
Approval of the above scope of work.

STANDARDS
Design Guidelines for the Union Depot/Warehouse District
2. Scale. Scale refers to a building’s comparative relationship to neighboring buildings and its fit within the districts. The
typical four-story building in the districts is 50 feet wide and 100 feet deep. Two such “basic blocks” side by side are
proportionally similar to the main section of Union Station and illustrate the scale and size of structural components in the
districts. Scale is also determined by the proportions of the architectural elements within the composition of the individual
building facades. Exterior building facades shall be of a scale compatible with surrounding buildings and shall maintain a
zero setback from the sidewalk. Window and door proportions, including the size and design of the wood sash and frame
floor height, floor shapes, street elevations, and other elements of the building facades, shall relate to the scale of the
surrounding buildings.
3. Materials. The predominant building material within the districts is masonry, including brick, granite, and terra cotta.
Rehabilitation of existing buildings and construction of infill buildings shall utilize masonry as the predominant building
material.
5. Storefront Design. A major character-defining feature of the buildings within the districts is the storefront. The
composition of the storefronts is consistent from one building to the next, and serves as a unifying feature of the districts
by forming a continuity along the street. Preservation of the storefront is essential to the maintenance of the districts’
image and character. Rehabilitation of an existing building shall include preservation of the existing storefront or
reconstruction of a new storefront which is compatible with the original in scale, size, and material. New construction
shall also include storefronts. Street level retail sales and service uses, as described and defined in TMC 13.06, should
be strongly considered for ground floor use along Pacific Avenue in order to more effectively implement storefront
design.
8. Color. Building colors should contribute to the distinct character of the historic building. Original building colors should
be researched and considered in any new color scheme. Whether contrasting or complementary, the colors should
reflect the design of the building. Building colors should utilize a limited palette. Colors should be selected to emphasize
building form and highlight major features of the building. Color schemes using several colors should be avoided and
surfaces which are not historically painted should not be painted.
F. The Landmarks Preservation Commission may, at its discretion, waive mandatory requirements imposed by Section
13.07.290 of this chapter. In determining whether a waiver is appropriate, the Landmarks Preservation Commission shall
require an applicant to demonstrate by clear and convincing evidence that, because of special circumstances not
generally applicable to other property or facilities, including size, shape, design, topography, location, or surroundings,
the strict application of those mandatory requirements of Section 13.07.290 would be unnecessary to further the
purposes of this chapter. Such waiver shall not exceed the requirements set forth in the underlying zoning district ,
except where specifically provided for in TMC 13.06A.070.B. (Ord. 27748 Ex. A; passed Oct. 14, 2008: Ord. 27429 § 3;
passed Nov. 15, 2005)

ANALYSIS
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1. This property is a contributing structure in the Union Depot/Warehouse Historic District and, as such, is subject to
review by the Landmarks Preservation Commission pursuant to TMC 13.05.047 for exterior modifications.

2. The project team already received preliminary design approval from the Commission.
3. The scale of the original transom, openings, and canopy is being maintained.
4. The Richlite Rainscreen panels are not a material specifically identified by the design guidelines but the metallic
surface is consistent with the surrounding campus and new construction.
5. The proposed storefront design maintains the overall configuration and scale, but departs from the existing condition
by adding new materials and eliminating/altering the entrances. The current storefronts are not original.
6. The proposed canopy is similar to the historic canopy.
7. The proposed color choice takes into consideration the color of the masonry and historic paint layers.

RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends approval of the application.

AGENDA ITEM 5E: University of Washington Tacoma Signage Program (Union Depot/Warehouse
Historic District)
Ben Mauk, University of Washington Tacoma

BACKGROUND
The University of Washington Tacoma (UWT) is seeking approval for its signage program, which the university can utilize
to guide new signage as the campus expands. The proposed guidelines would set parameters that have been
preapproved by the Landmarks Preservation Commission. The University is requesting that signs that conform to these
guidelines, once approved, be allowed upon administrative approval from the Historic Preservation Office. Proposed
changes that do not conform to these guidelines would go through the typical Landmarks Preservation Commission
design review process. Currently the signs on campus lack consistency, visibility and do not reflect UWT branding. There
are also no pedestrian directional signs on the campus. The new signs, which include vehicle and pedestrian directional
signs as well as a variety of identification signs, are intended to reflect the look and feel of the campus and surrounding
historic district. The signs would be aluminum with vinyl lettering.
The Landmarks Preservation Commission was briefed on the proposed signage program on January 22, 2014.

ACTION REQUESTED
Approval of the proposed signage program.

STANDARDS
The Union Depot/Warehouse District Design Guidelines for Signs:
General:
1. All new exterior signs and all changes in the appearance of existing exterior signs require Landmarks Preservation
Commission approval. This includes changes in message or colors on pre-existing signs.
2. If there is a conflict between these standards and the requirements in the City’s Sign Code, the more strict
requirement shall apply.
Location and Size of Signs:
1. Signs shall not dominate the building facades or obscure their architectural features (arches, transom panels, sills,
moldings, cornices, windows, etc.).
2. The size of signs and individual letters shall be of appropriate scale for pedestrians and slow-moving traffic.
Projecting signs shall generally not exceed nine square feet on first floor level.
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3. Signs on adjacent storefronts shall be coordinated in height and proportion. Use of a continuous sign band extending
over adjacent shops within the same building is encouraged as a unifying element.
4. Portable reader board signs located on sidewalks, driveways, or in parking lots are prohibited.
5. Existing historic wall signs are a contributing element within the district and should be restored or preserved in place.
New wall signs shall generally be discouraged.
Messages and Lettering Signs:
1. Messages shall be simple and brief. The use of pictorial symbols or logos is encouraged.
2. Lettering should be of a traditional block or curvilinear style which is easy to read and compatible with the style of the
building. No more than two different styles should be used on the same sign.
3. Letters shall be carefully formed and properly spaced so as to be neat and uncluttered. Generally, no more than 60
percent of the total sign area shall be occupied by lettering.
4. Lettering shall be generally flat or raised.
Color:
1. Light-colored letters on a dark-colored background are generally required as being more traditional and visually less
intrusive in the context of the Union Station District’s predominantly red-brick streetscapes.
2. Colors shall be chosen to complement, not clash with, the facade color of the building. Signs should normally contain
not more than three different colors.
Materials and Illumination:
1. Use of durable and traditional materials (metal and wood) is strongly encouraged. All new signs shall be prepared in
a professional manner.
2. In general, illumination shall be external, non-flashing, and non-glare.
3. Internal illumination is generally discouraged, but may be appropriate in certain circumstances, such as: (i) Individual
back-lit letters silhouetted against a softly illuminated wall. (ii) Individual letters with translucent faces, containing soft
lighting elements inside each letter. Metal-faced box signs with cut-out letters and soft-glow fluorescent tubes. (iii)
However, such signs are generally suitable only on contemporary buildings.
4. Neon signs may be permitted in exceptional cases where they are custom-designed to be compatible with the
building’s historic and architectural character.
Other Stylistic Points:
1. The shape of a projecting sign shall be compatible with the period of the building to which it is affixed, and shall
harmonize with the lettering and symbols chosen for it.
2. Supporting brackets for projecting signs should complement the sign design, and not overwhelm or clash with it.
They must be adequately engineered to support the intended load, and generally should conform to a 2:3 verticalhorizontal proportion.
3. Screw holes must be drilled at points where the fasteners will enter masonry joints to avoid damaging bricks, etc.

ANALYSIS
1. The campus is located in the Union Depot/Warehouse Historic District and, as such, signage is subject to review by
the Landmarks Preservation Commission pursuant to TMC 13.05.047.
2. The proposed signage program meets the design guidelines for materials, location and size and message and
lettering.
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3. The proposed signs predominantly utilize light-colored letters on dark backgrounds, with a minimal color scheme, as
prescribed by the district design guidelines.
4. Any signs attached to be buildings will be secured at the mortar joints.

RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends approval of the application.

PRESERVATION PLANNING/BOARD BUSINESS
AGENDA ITEM 6A: Events & Activities Update
Staff
2016 Save the Dates
Heritage Funding Program Workshop, January 2016 TBD
CLG Commissioner Workshop (9:30am-4pm @ Tacoma Convention Center, March 15th, 2016)
Wood Windows Workshop (1pm-4pm @ Earthwise Tacoma, April 9th, 2016)
Historic Preservation Month, May 2016
a) Historic Homes Tour with Tacoma Historical Society( April 30th –May 1st)
b) Proclamation (5pm @ City Council, May 3rd, 2016)
c) Kick-Off with Historic Tacoma (May 6, 2016)
d) Amazing Preservation Race (11am @ UWT, May 14th, 2016)
e) Midcentury Modern Ride—Formerly Known as the Tweed Ride (10:30am, May 21st, 2016)
f) Poetry Slam
g) Awards Ceremony (1pm-3pm @ The Swiss, May 22nd, 2016)
5. Neighborhood History Walks with the Councilmembers, June 2016 TBD

1.
2.
3.
4.

PUBLIC HEARING
COMMENTS AS OF 11/12/15
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TACOMA REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES
NOMINATION FORM
This form is required to nominate properties to the Tacoma Register of Historic Places per Tacoma Municipal Code 13.07.050. Type all entries and
complete all applicable sections. Contact the Historic Preservation Officer with any questions at 253-591-5220.

PART 1: PROPERTY INFORMATION (for ‘HELP’ press the F1 key)
Property Name
Historic

Epworth M E Church

Common

Epworth LeSourd United Methodist
Church

Location
Street Address

Zip

710 South Anderson St

Parcel No(s). 4945000120

98405-2749

Legal Description and Plat or Addition: Section 06 Township 20 Range 03 Quarter 12
KENNEDYS ADD: KENNEDYS ADD L 1 THRU 6 B 4

Nominated Elements
Please indicate below significant elements of the property that are included in the nomination by checking the
appropriate box(es) below. These elements should be described specifically in the narrative section of this form.
X

Principal Structure

Site

Historic Additions

Historic Landscaping, Fencing, Walkways, etc.

Ancillary Buildings/Outbuildings

Interior Spaces/Other (inventory in narrative)

11/2008

Nominations to the Tacoma Register of Historic Places are processed according to the procedures and standards described in TMC 1.42 and 13.07. Submittal of a
nomination form does not obligate the City to place a property on the Register or to extend financial incentives to a property owner. Documents submitted become public
record. Additional requirements may be imposed by other City, state or federal regulations.
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Owner of Property
Name

TACOMA MUSICAL PLAYHOUSE
City

7116 6TH AVENUE
Is the owner the sponsor of this nomination?

Yes

State

TACOMA
X

WA

Zip

98406

No

Form Preparer
Name/Title

JON DOUGLAS RAKE &
JEFFREY STVRTECKY

Company/Organization

TACOMA MUSICAL PLAYHOUSE

Address

7116 6TH AVENUE

City

TACOMA

State

Phone

253 565 6867

Email

jon@tmp.org

and

WA

Zip

98406

jeff@tmp.org

Nomination Checklist—Attachments
X

$100 Filing Fee (payable to City Treasurer)

X

Site Map (REQUIRED)

Historical Plans

X

Photographs (REQUIRED): please label or caption
photographs and include a photography index)

Other (please indicate):

X

Last Deed of Title (REQUIRED): this document can
usually be obtained for little or no cost from a titling
company

X

Continuation Sheets

FOR OFFICE USE
Date Received

_____________

Fee Paid

_____________
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Narrative (continued)

PART 2: PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
Extent of Changes
Please summarize the changes to plan, original cladding, windows, interior and other significant elements by selecting the choices
below. If the property has been previously documented, these may be indicated on the Washington State Historic Property Inventory
Form. These changes should be described specifically in the narrative section of this form.
Original Materials Intact

Original Materials Intact

Plan (i.e.: no additions to footprint , relocation of walls, or
roof plan)

Yes X

No

Interior (woodwork, finishes, flooring,
fixtures)

Yes X

No

Original cladding

Yes X

No

Other elements

Yes

No

Windows (no replacement windows or replacement sashes)

Yes X

No

Physical Description Narrative
Describe in detail the present and original (if known) physical appearance, condition and architectural characteristics (use
continuation sheets if necessary).

The Epworth building is located at 710 South Anderson Street in the Central Tacoma neighborhood and faces
west. The structure sits on an entire neighborhood block. The main building contains the sanctuary with two
balconies and a large social hall and kitchen in the basement. An educational building with four stories is
attached to the northwest corner. A small parking lot (entered from the abutting alley) takes up the space
where another wing of the church was to be built. There is no historic landscaping surrounding the building.
There are no other buildings located on the property. It sits in a residential neighborhood with structure
dating from the late 1800s to modern times.
Built in 1925/26, it has a poured concrete foundation. Cladding is tapestry brick laid in a running bond. The
main entrance is accessed from double doors on the south end of the east façade. A second entrance with a
ramp (built for one of the founding handicapped members) is on the east end of the south façade. A third
entrance is on the north end of the east façade of the attached educational building. A covered porch entrance
with beaded board ceiling has added wrought iron gates for added security. Each entrance has oak paneled
doors with ornamental wrought iron hardware and is set in a key-stoned arch.
The sanctuary is in the traditional cruciform shape and contains many large stained glass windows depicting
biblical imagery. It is three stories tall with a steeple or spire that towers another story and a half. Its seating
capacity was 450 with oak pews. The walls are covered with faux limestone treatment and trimmed in oak.
The basement social hall seats 300. A fireside room and wrapped lobby are part of the main building.
Overall, the building contains two fireplaces. There is an interior chimney reaching from the basement to
roof and above. The roof is covered with composite roofing shingles.
All stained glass windows are original and have been covered with protective plexi-glass. The west facing
three-paneled window depicts Jesus in the garden. The east facing three-paneled window depicts Jesus
meeting his mother Mary and Mary Magdalene after the resurrection with two additional ornamental side
panels.
The east-facing brick façade consists of double oak doors with a key-stoned arch surrounded by two pilasters
and five stained glass windows and an inlaid cement cross above the windows. The pilasters contain Gothic
cement ornamentation and two historic light fixtures.
The square spire bass is three-sided with two stained glass windows and plasters on each side. The upper
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spire is a six-sided structure with Gothic ornamentation and louvered venting. The steeple above the spire is
patinated copper with heavy Gothic ornamentation. There is a corner stone with the inscription “Organized
1885 Erected 1925” in the lower corner.
The north side of the sanctuary contains six lower and three upper stained glass windows. There are two
unadorned basement windows and a door entrance. A fire escape was added at a later date.
The east-facing side of the educational wing contains a key-stoned portal with stairs leading to it. There are
four unadorned basement windows and a door entrance. There are five arched openings on the first floor and
five windows on the second floor (three are leaded glass). Wrought iron was added to each arched opening
for added security at a later date. The upper central windows contain more Gothic detailing. A fire escape
was added at a later date.
The north-facing side of the educational wing contains one dormer on the third floor with a window. A
memorial mural was added to the wall in early 2000s. We intend to remove in the near future.
The west-facing side of the educational wing and sanctuary contains several unadorned simple windows and
two doors.
The south-facing side of the sanctuary contains an arched portal with double oak inset doors. There are four
three-paneled stained glass windows and two single-paneled stained glass windows.
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PART 3: HISTORICAL OR CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
Criteria for Designation
Tacoma Municipal Code recognizes six criteria of eligibility for inclusion on the Tacoma Register of Historic Places. Please select
any that apply to this property, for which there is documentary evidence included in this nomination form.
X

A

Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history; or

X

B

X

C

Is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or
Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents the work of a
master, or possesses high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may
lack individual distinction; or
Has yielded or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history; or
Is part of, adjacent to, or related to an existing or proposed historic district, square, park, or other distinctive area which
should be redeveloped or preserved according to a plan based on a historic, cultural, or architectural motif; or
Owing to its unique location or singular physical characteristics, represents an established and familiar visual feature of
the neighborhood or City.

D
E
X

F

Historical Data (if known)
Date(s) of Construction
Architect (s)

1926

GEORGE W BULLARD

Other Date(s) of Significance
Builder

TUELL BROS

1944
Engineer

Statement of Significance
Describe in detail the chronological history of the property and how it meets the criteria for the Register of Historic Places. Please
provide a summary in the first paragraph (use continuation sheets if necessary). If using a Multiple Property Nomination that is
already on record, or another historical context narrative, please reference it by name and source.

As an architectural landmark of Tacoma, the Epworth M E Church meets criteria A, B, C, and F for listing
on the Tacoma Register of Historic Places. The building is associated with early congregations of
Tacoma’s history (Criterion A), it is associated with the significant Tacoma builder J.E. Tuell and architect
George W. Bullard (Criterion B), the 1926 structure is a superb example of Modified Gothic/Gothic
Revival style with its tapestry brick with stone trim (filed with Argentum) (Criterion C) and finally, the
structure, due to its size and physical characteristics, is an established and familiar feature in the
neighborhood (Criterion F).
Criterion A (Community History):
The original congregation, Epworth Methodist Episcopal Church (named after Epworth, England, the birth
place of Methodist founder John Wesley), was organized December 24, 1889 by a small group from
Tacoma First. The first church was a wood framed building, located at 1104-06 South Pine Street. In 1902
the congregation moved to its current site and constructed a wooden building designed by the architectural
firm of Proctor & Ferrell. The congregation quickly outgrew this building, and in 1925 plans were made
for a new church at the same site. The cornerstone was laid in May of 1925 with a time capsule containing
church records and daily newspapers.
LeSourd Church (named in honor of Reverend LeSourd, founding pastor of the Epworth Church) was
organized in November, 1907 as a satellite church founded by members of Epworth. Epworth had two
locations prior to the current building at South 7th and Anderson. LeSourd was located at North 12th and
Stevens. These two congregations ultimately merged in December, 1970 to form the Epworth LeSourd
United Methodist Church. The congregation enjoyed hundreds of celebratory dinners, receptions and
staged programs in the large social hall while the classic parlor upstairs served for ceremonial events and a
pleasant meeting room. Both congregations dealt with the ‘home front’ problems of our country’s wars:
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WW I, WW II, the Korean War, Viet Nam, and most recently the Middle East.
Epworth had a strong men’s group involvement with the Sixth Avenue businesses, the College of Puget
Sound (now University). The Women’s Society of Christian Service and its several “circles” provided
support for Methodist Missions. There was a high-quality music program with an emphasis on youth and
bell choirs. There is a fine pipe organ housed within the sanctuary. There was an active Methodist Youth
Fellowship involved in entertainment, study, outings and the foundations of Methodism. Hundreds were
involved in the Sunday School and Vacation Bible School programs, some of whom became leaders in
Tacoma and 25 went on to Seminary.
Criterion B (J. E. Tuell and George W. Bullard)
Bullard & Bullard: Leading architects
The architectural Bullard family founded by Samuel A. Bullard (1853-1926) designed many of the most
prominent late 19th-century churches, schools, and public buildings in Springfield, Illinois.
Samuel Bullard was born on the family farm in eastern Sangamon county on March 25, 1853. He attended
the then-Illinois Industrial University at Champaign, returning to open an architectural office in
Springfield. He spent his entire career in the capital city.
In addition to the founder, architects affiliated with the firm of Bullard & Bullard included Robert A.
Bullard, who was first listed as an employee of the firm in 1889, and Samuel’s brother, George W.
Bullard. George Bullard, also educated at the University of Illinois, practiced in Springfield for a decade
before leaving in 1890 to pioneer architecture in the Pacific Northwest. He established an office of Bullard
& Bullard in Tacoma, Washington. He died in 1935 after being hit by a streetcar.
Among the residences he designed are: 2901 North 29th Street (1906), 2711 North 30th Street (1907), 75
West Road (1906), 2 Rosemount Way (1908), 523 North J Street (1895), 820 South J Street (1908), Branch
Colonial House, 2420 North 21 Street (1904), 1521 North 5th Street (1903), 1515 North 7th Street (1890),
815 North I Street (1906), 523 North J Street (1895), 705 North J Street (1904).
Among the buildings he designed are: Y.M.C.A., 714 Market Street, First Congregational Church,
Washington State Historical Society on North Stadium Way (1911), Webster Apartments, 629 Saint Helens
Avenue, Japanese Methodist Episcopal Church, 1901 Fawcett Ave (1929).
Criterion C (Modified Gothic/Gothic Revival style)
Gothic Revival is one of the most common architectural styles of Tacoma’s ecclesiastic buildings. Gothic
Revival draws features from the original late medieval period Gothic style, including decorative patterns,
finials, scalloping, lancet windows, hood moldings, pointed arches, steep-sloping roofs, ribbed vault, flying
buttress, towers, spires, pinnacles, fancy carvings like lace and lattice work and label stops.
The Epworth building contains many of these classic features including: a steep gabled roof, magnificent
stained glass windows created by Povey Brothers Art and Stained Glassworks of Portland, Oregon,
shouldered pilasters, wire-struck brick walls, and a paneled sanctuary with two balconies. The towering,
off-set spire with its carillon that clanged to the neighborhood is taller than the church’s main roof. Finials
Nominations to the Tacoma Register of Historic Places are processed according to the procedures and standards described in TMC 1.42 and 13.07. Submittal of a
nomination form does not obligate the City to place a property on the Register or to extend financial incentives to a property owner. Documents submitted become public
record. Additional requirements may be imposed by other City, state or federal regulations.
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adorn the spire and decorative facades embellish exterior walls and entries. The interior rooms are
decorated with lavish moldings and carved doors.
Other examples of Gothic-styled buildings in Tacoma’s history include: St. Luke’s Episcopal, 602
Broadway, St. Peter’s Episcopal, 2910 North Starr Street, First Evangelical Lutheran Church, 524 South I
Street, First United Presbyterian Church, 1619 Sixth Avenue, 6th Avenue Baptist Church, 2520 Sixth
Avenue, St. Patrick's Catholic Church, 1123 North J Street, Holy Rosary Church, 520 South 30th Street,
Central School, 601 South 8th Street,
Criterion F (Neighborhood feature)
The structure, due to its size and physical characteristics, is an established and familiar feature of the
Tacoma Central neighborhood.
Bibliography:
Anderson, David. “Another historic Tacoma church closes for reasons the city has heard before.” Tacoma
News Tribune. 27 June, 2015, A3.
Weltzer, Leona. “How Do We Say Goodbye?” PNW News Blog The Pacific Northwest Conference. 7
May, 2015.
Winters, Sharon, Project Manager. “Tacoma’s Historic Sacred Spaces.” www.historictacoma.org. 2009.
Staff writer. “Historic Homes of Tacoma Tour 2007.” Tacoma Weekly. 3 May 2007.
Staff writer. “Epworth LeSourd United Methodist Church 1889-2015.” Epworth LeSourd United
Methodist Church. Church bulletin. 30 June 2015.
Krohe , James Jr. “Bullard & Bullard: Leading architects.” www.sangamoncountyhistory.org. 23 April
2013.
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APPLICATION FOR DESIGN REVIEW
COMMERCIAL AND MULTIFAMILY
Please include ALL of the following information with your application. Insufficient application materials will result in a
delay in processing of your application. If you have any question regarding application requirements, or regulations and
standards for historic buildings and districts, please call the Historic Preservation Officer at 253.591.5220.

PART 1: PROPERTY INFORMATION
Building/Property Name

Old City Hall

Building/Property Address

625 Commerce Street
Old City Hall Historic District

Landmark or Conservation District

City of Tacoma, Mark D’Andrea, Public Works, Engineering Division

Applicant’s Name

Applicant’s Address (if different than above)
Applicant’s Phone

747 Market Street, Room 520
Applicant’s Email

253-591-5518

Property Owner’s Name (printed)
Property Owner’s Address

mdandrea@cityoftacoma.org

Same as Applicant
Same as Applicant

Property Owner’s Signature
*Application must be signed by the property owner to be processed. By signing this application, owner confirms that the
application has been reviewed and determined satisfactory by the owner.

APPLICATION FEE
Please see the fee schedule on page 2.

Estimated project cost:

$41,000

Application fee enclosed (please make payable
to City of Tacoma):

The Landmarks Preservation Commission (LPC) is the designated review board to approve or deny proposed changes to
designated historic buildings and districts. Review criteria are available at the Planning and Development Services Department
(253) 591-5220 and on the city website. Information on standards and guidelines can be found in Tacoma Municipal Code 1.42
(Landmarks Preservation Commission) and 13.07 (Special Review Districts).

12/18/12
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PART 2: INSTRUCTIONS
New Fee Schedule for 2013
On December 18, 2012, City Council approved a new general services fee schedule that includes new fees for design review and
demolition review of historic buildings (Res. No. 38588). The new fees are as follows:

Estimated project cost
$0 – 5000

Application Fee
$175

PROJECTS UNDER $1 MILLION
Each additional $1000
Maximum fee per review
Application for Demolition

$30
$2000
$1500

PROJECTS OVER $1 MILLION
Minimum fee
Each additional $10,000
Maximum fee

$3000
$10
$4000

General Tips for Modifications to Historic Buildings
1.

First contact the proper permitting office to ensure your project is code compliant. Presubmittal conferences with
Commercial Plan Review may be required for major projects and should occur prior to Landmarks Commission review of your
project. If variances are required for your project, contact the Historic Preservation Officer before submitting your
application. Variances or conditional use approvals that may affect the exterior design of the project must be resolved prior to
Landmarks Commission review.

2.

For complex projects, several design briefings to the Landmarks Commission may be necessary. Contact the Historic
Preservation Officer to discuss scheduling options. The Landmarks Commission generally meets twice per month. Sign
applications and other simple design reviews generally do not require multiple visits.

3.

Projects are evaluated using the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation of Historic Buildings, and any
applicable Historic District Design Guidelines (if the project occurs within a historic district). Design Guidelines cover
areas such as massing, scale, streetscape, signage, awnings and other design elements. Copies of Tacoma’s guidelines are
available at the Historic Preservation Office, or online at www.tacomaculture.org.

General Steps for Submitting Applications
1.

Begin the application consultation process with Buildings and Land Use (BLUS) to identify code-compliance issues
and required permits.

2.

For large projects, contact the Historic Preservation Office to determine an appropriate schedule for review.

3.

Submit completed application and APPLICATION FEE to:
Historic Preservation Officer
747 Market Street, Room 1036
Tacoma, WA 98402-3793

OR

Email form to:
landmarks@cityoftacoma.org

PLEASE NOTE: The Landmarks Commission meets on the second and fourth Wednesdays of each month. Applications are
due a MINIMUM of 2 weeks prior to the meeting date you are targeting, so please plan accordingly. Incomplete or missing
information will delay consideration of your application.

Landmarks Preservation Commission
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PART 3: PROJECT SCOPE AND DESCRIPTION
Please use the space below to describe the project. Attach additional pages if necessary. All proposed changes
must be included in this description. Please see NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION CHECKLIST (next page).
The scope of work includes addressing fall hazards (loose brick and metal cornice elements) that pose an immediate lifesafety risk to the public and further endanger the structural and historic character of the building. As the City has recently
purchased the building and is currently offering it for redevelopment, the improvements proposed herein are temporary
and designed to halt further damage and provide structural stability until redevelopment occurs. Based on proposals
submitted to the City, it is anticipated these temporary improvements will be in place for approximately 2-4 years.
Two areas of the exterior façade will be addressed under this scope of work, they include the masonry arches above 12
second floor windows on the buildings west and south sides, and the metal cornices that wrap the perimeter of the main
building, the north tower, and the north and west sides of the clock tower. The clock tower’s south and east cornices were
repaired during a building renovation in the 1980’s. This scope of work is presented in detail in the attached report.
Temporary chain-link fencing currently surrounds a portion of the building to mitigate the fall risk to the public. This
fencing would be removed upon completion of the tasks below.
Temporary Brick Window Arch Stabilization
Deterioration and loss of mortar in the masonry arches above 12 windows on the second floor level (all windows on the
west elevation, and the west half of the south elevation) has caused the arches to settle and bricks to loosen presenting a
fall hazard to the public (see attached report). The arches are approximately eight feet wide, and are constructed of two
parallel arches three wythes deep, each. The outer arch is aligned with the outside face of the building, and the inner
arch is inset and frames the transom of the arched windows. With this erosion of the mortar, these arches have lost the
structural support necessary to safely span the windows.
The proposed temporary stabilization involves building a wooden arch buck to support the arches. This would be
constructed of 2x4 wood framing as shown in the attached report. The wood frame will be anchored to the adjacent
masonry pilasters. Once the arches are supported, the mortar joints will be cut out and the joints will be tuck pointed. The
wood framing will address further settlement concerns until the exterior façade can be addressed in its entirety during the
building’s redevelopment.
Temporary Metal Cornice Stabilization
Copper metal cornices wrap all sides of the main building, and also the perimeter of both towers as shown in the attached
report. The cornices, with brackets, corbels, and dentils are fabricated of copper sheet metal. The copper appears to be
less than the 16 oz. material common in typical fabrications. The light gage of the copper contributes to its lack of stiffness
and vulnerability to failure.
The metal is formed into a series of shapes with a loose interpretation of a classical entablature. The metal is formed into
classic volutes, torus, and scotia forms. The cornice assembly includes: the main cornice, which is built from five separate
sections of copper, crimped into a continuous panel, wherein the crimped connections appear adequate. There are three
types of decorative elements that are attached to the cornice: corbels (modillion) which are the numerous small decorative
brackets below the cornice fascia, brackets, which are the primary decorative feature, and dentils, which are the
numerous small rectangular features at the bottom of the cornice assembly. Due to natural deterioration, weather, bird
infiltration, and other forces, many of these elements have failed, falling from the building, with the brackets being the
most prominent feature lost. Additionally, at select locations, entire sections of cornice are pulling away from the building
and are imminent fall risks.
To mitigate the immediate fall hazards associated with the building’s decorative metal cornices, all cornices, other than
those repaired in the 1980’s, will be temporarily stabilized with netting as shown in the attached report. The netting will be
secured to the building using 2x2 wood nailers where appropriate, and attached to masonry in a manner that limits any
further damage. The netting will remain in place until the exterior façade can be addressed in its entirety during the
building’s redevelopment.
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PART 4: APPLICATION CHECKLIST (For sign or awning applications, please go to PART 5).
General Requirements
Twenty copies of the application and all supporting documents for distribution
Property owner/manager consent
Check here to certify that you have contacted the Permit Counter to resolve any potential
code or zoning issues with your project.
Check here to certify that there are NO PENDING APPLICATIONS FOR A VARIANCE related
to this application. If there are any pending variances related to this application, you MUST
notify the Historic Preservation Office.

Narrative Description Checklist
General overview of project, including quantities and dimensions of elements such as signs (i.e.
“one proposed 24 X 60” sign, with 12” extruded plastic letters, to be located on the south façade
sign band…)
LIST of features to be removed, replaced or added (if application includes removal or replacement
of material)
Specification or product sheets for materials and finishes, if applicable
Program of work for large-scale or complex projects, if applicable (i.e. scope of work for masonry
restoration and cleaning)

Attachments

Plans and graphics submitted for permitting may be used for Landmarks Review if
materials, products and finishes are clearly indicated on the plans.
Site plan/locational map INCLUDING adjacent buildings and streets (for any additions or new
construction). Note that Building and Land Use Services also often requires a site plan for a
Building Permit. See Information Sheet B1 Site Plans (available at the Permit Counter).
MEASURED floor plans, CLEARLY identifying new and existing features (if applicable)
MEASURED elevations, CLEARLY identifying new and existing features
Details of method(s) of attachment for signs, awnings and canopies (if applicable)
COLOR photographs of existing conditions (digital is fine as long as it is clear)

Other Requirements
Material and hardware samples (in some cases specification or cut sheets may suffice)
True color paint and/or finish samples, where required by ordinance

Landmarks Preservation Commission
Application for Design Review
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Part 5: SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SIGNS AND AWNINGS
Instructions for Signs and Awning Applicants
Please include the following with your application:
Twenty copies of the application cover sheet and narrative description (pages 1 and 2 of this form)
Twenty copies of supporting attachments
Graphic rendering of proposed sign (to scale with dimensions indicated, and including any conduits)
Photograph of existing building
Details of attachment
Single set of material samples (if necessary)
Please answer the following questions (if applicable):
1. Are there existing signs on the building?
2. If so, will they be removed or relocated?
3. Sign Material
4. Sign Dimensions
5. Logo or typeface and letter size
6. Lighting Specifications
7. Describe the method of attachment
and underlying material

DESIGN TEAM:
Principal
Principal
Principal
Principal

Ferguson Architecture
Grulich Architecture + Planning Services
Wetherholt and Associates
PCS Structural Solutions

OLD CITY HALL TEMPORARY WINDOW ARCH/CORNICE STABILIZATION
Tacoma Landmarks Preservation Commission
November 18, 2015

OWNER:
CITY OF TACOMA

BEN FERGUSON, AIA		
AUGUST GENE GRULICH, AIA
WILLIAM CYPHER			
JAMES COLLINS, S.E.		
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PROJECT BACKGROUND

CONTRACT SCOPE

Two areas have been identified for immediate attention:
1.
The deformation/settlement of multiple brick arches
2.
The structural collapse of metal cornices.

The team of Ferguson Architecture and Grulich Architecture + Planning Services was selected to design repairs for code deficiencies that pose immediate life safety risk to the public, as well as the recommendation of repairs
and improvements that will minimize further deterioration, with the intent of
preserving external building features. The intent of this work is to minimize
future risk to the structure and public safety.

PHOTO CREDIT:
UW SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

2

Site Area: 0.39 acres (17,180 square feet)
Building Area: Approximately 63,000 square feet (interior gross
area)
Stories: Five full floors with mezzanines, partial basement, roof
greenhouse, and tower
The Old City Hall, or OCH, is located at 625 Commerce Street in
the north end of Downtown Tacoma. It was designed by San
Francisco Architect E.A. Heatherton for the Chamber of Commerce and was built by Traves & Company, completed in 1892.
The design was inspired by Italian Renaissance town halls, and
features fine brickwork and terracotta ornamentation. It is
considered an outstanding example of the Italianate style in
America. Upon completion of the building in 1893 the Chamber
of Commerce and City of Tacoma swapped properties and the
landmark structure became City Hall.
Old City Hall was the home of the municipal government until
1959 when the County-City Building was completed and City
Hall moved to Tacoma Avenue. Old City Hall remained vacant
and was in danger of demolition before undergoing a major
renovation in 1974 to transition it into a shopping mall. The mall
was unsuccessful, and was converted into a commercial office
building in 1980. A developer purchased the property in 2005
and began transitioning the property into high-end condominiums. The project stalled in 2008 due to the recession, and the
building has remained vacant since and fallen into disrepair.
In 2013, the structure was reclassified as a “dangerous building”
by the City of Tacoma due to roof leaks, and the potential for the
exterior building elements (bricks, terracotta, and metalwork)
to fall and injure the public. The City purchased the building in
2015 and seeks to stabilize the building while they obtain new
development partners.
Old City Hall is the centerpiece and namesake of the Old City
Hall Historic District, and is on the National Register of Historic
Places (1977), the Washington Heritage Register, and the Tacoma
Register of Historic Places (1978).

SCOPE AREAS
BRICK ARCH LOCATIONS
CORNICE LOCATION (ALL SIDES)

FERGUSON ARCHITECTURE

GROUT HAS FAILED AND BRICKS HAVE SEPARATED
INSIDE ARCH IS SUPPORTED BY THE WINDOW FRAME

BRICK DEFORMATION/SETTLEMENT

TYPICAL FLAT ARCH CONDITION
12 TOTAL LOCATIONS - WEST ELEVATION SHOWN

INVESTIGATION AND FINDINGS

Investigation
The City of Tacoma hired PCS Structural Solutions to perform an Exterior
Façade Hazardous Condition Assessment in early 2015. Their scope included
a physical inspection of the exterior of Old City Hall using a boom lift. The
report identified general deterioration and loss of mortar in the masonry brick
veneer and around terra cotta masonry. They found a severe loss of mortar associated with the flat arched openings for the 2nd floor windows on the entire
west elevation above Commerce Street as well as the west half of the south
elevation on South 7th Street; these arches require immediate attention.

The Ferguson Architecture team inspected the masonry arches from the sidewalk, held meetings with the engineers from PCS Structural Solutions who
completed the Exterior Façade Hazardous Condition Assessment in February
2015, and researched the PCS team’s photos and notes from their exterior
investigations.

Findings
The arches are approximately eight feet wide, and are constructed of two parallel arches three wythes deep each. The outer arch is aligned with the outside face of the building, and the inner arch is inset and frames the transom
of the arched windows. The three-centered arches have an elongated center
section that relies on the mortar for its continuity of support. With this erosion
of the mortar, these arches have lost the structural support necessary to remain as a structural unit for the span of the windows. Loose bricks were found
in five of the 12 arch locations.

FERGUSON ARCHITECTURE 3

BRICK DEFORMATION/SETTLEMENT

WINDOW ARCH STABILIZATION

Temporary Shoring
Build wood arch buck to support the outer and inner arches. This is a temporary solution that will support the flattened arches and provide support until
a permanent solution can be implemented. A 2x4 wood frame will be built
in the entire opening and would be anchored to the adjacent masonry pilasters. Once the arches are supported, the mortar joints will be cut out and the
joints will be tuck pointed. Shoring mitigates potential risk to pedestrians and
provides a safe option to maintain historic integrity until the future building
owner can implement a permanent solution.

FERGUSON ARCHITECTURE 4

METAL CORNICE STABILIZATION

TYPICAL CORNICE ASSEMBLY
FASCIA
CORBELS
ENTABLATURE
BRACKETS
SQUARE DENTILS

INVESTIGATION AND FINDINGS

Investigation
Design team members studied the cornice assembly in place from the roof,
and from an interior access location on the north elevation adjacent to the
north tower. Failed portions of cornice that have been removed were also inspected on the ground so the design team could better understand the characteristics and deficiencies in the cornice design.

Findings
There are copper metal cornices on all sides of the building, and also around
the perimeter of both towers. The cornices, with brackets, corbels, and dentils
are fabricated of copper sheet metal. The copper appears to be less than the
16 oz. material common in typical fabrications. The light gage of the copper
contributes to its lack of stiffness and vulnerability to failure.

The metal is formed into a series of shapes with a loose interpretation of a
classical entablature. The metal is formed into classic volutes, torus, and scotia
forms. The cornice assembly includes: the main cornice, which is built from
five separate sections of copper, crimped into a continuous panel, wherein the
crimped connections appear adequate. There are three types of decorative
elements that are attached to the cornice: corbels (modillion) which are the
numerous small decorative brackets below the cornice fascia, brackets, which
are the primary decorative feature, and dentils, which are the numerous small
rectangular features at the bottom of the cornice assembly.

The south and east sections of the clock tower cornice were reconstructed
and replaced in the 1980’s as part of a past renovation. The design team had
the opportunity to speak with the metalworker who built the replica brackets.
These replacements were reinforced with steel and anchored to the masonry,
and they appear to be stable and in no need of replacement. The north and
west cornices are original and nearly half of them have fallen from the building.

FERGUSON ARCHITECTURE 5

METAL CORNICE STABILIZATION

INVESTIGATION AND FINDINGS

The decorative attachments (corbel, bracket, dentils) are attached to the cornice with copper tabs that penetrate the cornice and are folded back. Each
decorative attachment has three main components, two copper sides and a
copper face. The sides and face are fastened on the outside corners by small
spot soldered connections. The spacing between the soldered fastenings is
too great to adequately hold the pieces together. There is no material overlap
between the side and face components. The solder joints have become brittle
over the past 122 years, and many have failed. Solder failures have resulted
in long gaps between copper elements, and as the gaps widen they are more
likely to be affected by wind which could further widen the gaps, causing the
sheet metal to distort and fail.

Several components of the existing copper cornices have failed. The failures
range from natural causes such as high winds, heavy rains and possibly from
seismic movement to the nesting of pigeons and other birds. Both the PCS report and our site observations have noted several areas where the cornice has
been deformed. The primary deteriorations and failures are in its projecting
features. These include the brackets, corbels and dentils.

FERGUSON ARCHITECTURE 6

METAL CORNICE STABILIZATION

TEMPORARY CORNICE STABILIZATION

Temporary Safety Netting
Attach wood nailers to roof above cornice and to the masonry below. Anchor
safety netting to wood to secure cornices in place. Netting will keep broken
cornice decorative attachments from falling to street below and preserve
cornice materials until the future building owner can implement a permanent
solution.

FERGUSON ARCHITECTURE 7
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APPLICATION FOR DESIGN REVIEW
FOR SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES
Please include ALL of the following information with your application. Insufficient application materials will result in
a delay in processing of your application. If you have any question regarding application requirements, or
regulations and standards for historic homes and neighborhoods, please call the Historic Preservation Officer at
253.591.5220.

PART 1: APPLICANT INFORMATION
House Address

611 North Sheridan, Tacoma

Landmark/Conservation
District (if applicable)

Yes

OWNER INFORMATION

Name (printed)

Beth Swartzbaugh

Email

Jay@EliasExcavation.com

Address (if different than
above)

Phone

253-507-6037

Homeowner’s Signature*
*Application must be signed by the property owner to be processed.

CONTRACTOR INFORMATION
If application will be presented by a representative or contractor, please fill in the following:
Representative’s
Name

Jay Elias

Address

814 North Cushman Ave, Tacoma WA 98403

Email

Jay@EliasExcavation.com

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
PRELIMINARY PLAN CHECK
CHECKED FOR BUILDING CODE:* _____________

Company

Elias Enterprise

Phone

APPLICATION FEE (please
see page 2)
Estimated Project
Cost, rounded to
nearest $1000

LAND USE/ZONING:
VARIANCE REQUIRED? ________________ CUP REQUIRED? ____________

Application Fee
Enclosed
*PRELIMINARY PLAN CHECK IS NOT AN APPROVAL OF A PROJECT. A SEPARATE PERMIT
APPLICATION MAY BE REQUIRED.

Revision 12/18/12

253-507-6037
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PART 2: INFORMATION FOR APPLICANTS
*NEW* FEE SCHEDULE
New Fee Schedule for 2013
On December 18, 2012 City Council approved a new general services fee schedule that includes new fees for design review and
demolition review of historic buildings (Res. No. 38588). The new fees are as follows:

Estimated project cost (determined by applicant)
$0 – 5000
Each additional $1000

Application Fee
$175
$25

Maximum fee

$500

PLEASE NOTE:
1. Fees are required only once per application.
2. If an application is denied by the Landmarks Commission, and a new application is submitted for the same project,
new fees may apply.
3. Demolition fees are applied to cover the cost of public hearings, but may not be required for the removal of certain
accessory structures.

HOW TO USE THIS FORM
STEPS FOR APPLICANTS
1. Review the Standards and Guidelines for Historic Buildings. Many homeowners want to know whether their
project will be approved by the Commission ahead of the meeting. The Landmarks Commission reviews projects
according to design guidelines and the Secretary of the Interior’s Guidelines for Rehabilitation. This information is
available online at www.tacomaculture.org.
2. Fill out this form in its ENTIRETY.
3. Find the correct checklist for your project, and submit the required supporting documentation. Part 4 of
this form outlines which checklist to use for your project. There are three checklists, but you only need to use
one.
4. Submit your application for preliminary review to the Permit Intake Center of Planning and Development
Services. The Plans Reviewer will initial and date the cover sheet of this application. This ensures your
application meets applicable codes and will avoid delays down the road. Your application will NOT be processed
without this step.
5. Submit it to the Historic Preservation Office with the APPLICATION FEE. The Landmarks Commission
meets on the 2nd and 4th Wednesdays of each month, and applications are due to this office TWO WEEKS in
advance. When your application has been scheduled for review, you will be notified.
WHERE TO GO:
Permit Intake Center
City of Tacoma, Planning and Development
Services Department
747 Market Street, 3rd Floor
253-591-5030
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PART 3: PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Please describe below the overall scope of work, including all proposed new construction, changes to existing buildings,
and any elements to be removed and replaced. (For complex remodeling projects, it may be beneficial to divide the
description into different areas [north façade, west façade] or by type of work [windows, doors, siding]).
Attach additional pages if needed.

Landmarks Preservation Commission
Application for Design Review
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PART 4: SUPPLEMENTS
How to Use This Table
The following is a table of common projects divided into Categories. For each Category of work there is a corresponding
checklist designed to help you include the information required for your application.
Find the type of work you are proposing, and download the corresponding checklist to attach to your application.
Checklists are available from the Historic Preservation Office, and on our website at www.tacomaculture.org/historic.asp
If you have any questions regarding what information should be included in your application, please call the Historic
Preservation Office at 253-591-5220.

NOTE: ONLY USE ONE CHECKLIST

Use Checklist A for:

Detached garages
New porches
Decks
Additions
Foundations
Other Major Work (call the Historic Preservation Officer with questions)

p. 5

Use Checklist B for:

Siding
Roofing
New window or door openings
Other Minor (For example, chimney restoration)

p. 6

Use Checklist C for:

Windows (replacement or restoration of existing)
Doors (replacement or restoration of existing)

p. 7

Landmarks Preservation Commission
Application for Design Review
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RESIDENTIAL APPLICATION CHECKLIST A
(For Garages, Porches, Decks, Additions, Foundations and other Major Projects)
CHECKLIST to include the following:*
Accurate Measured Site Plan (which shows ridgelines and dormers of existing and new buildings)
Accurate Measured Elevation Drawings (all sides, with dimensions, siding materials, windows, and
doors indicated)
Photograph(s) of Site and surrounding area
Detail illustrations of trim, casing, balusters, posts and railings (if applicable)
Material samples (ie. stained glass, or if proposing uncommon material)
Paint samples (from hardware store)
In addition to the above, please provide the following information:
Size of new construction (footprint, i.e. 22
X 30’):
Overall height and pitch of roof (for
new buildings):
Exterior cladding material(s):
Window types and materials:
Door types and materials:

Smooth wood 5” with 4 3/4” exposure.
cedar and fir
cedar and fir

Window trim (attach drawings, catalog sheets, etc. if necessary):
Roof Material:

single pane fir/cedar to be
restored to like new condition.

30year 3-Tab composition

*ADDITIONAL TIPS


Drawings required for building permits can often be used for Landmarks Review, as long as information regarding finish
detail, exterior materials, and windows and doors are indicated.



For information about drawing site plans, please refer to BLUS Publication B1, Site Plan



Elevations should be scale drawings and should include dimensions, heights, window and door locations, eave overhangs,
trim details, and the locations of materials and other elements.



Please include a photograph of existing house (for new garages if the new garage is to match any existing features of the
house)



For structures within the North Slope Historic District, refer to the North Slope Design Guidelines for more information about
design. Contact the Historic Preservation Officer for more information.

Landmarks Preservation Commission
Application for Design Review
Page 6 of 7

RESIDENTIAL APPLICATION SUPPLEMENT CHECKLIST B
(For New Siding, Roofing, and Window and Door Openings)
CHECKLIST to include the following:*
Elevation drawings (if new windows or doors are to be added where there no existing ones)
Photograph(s) of work area(s)
Detail illustrations of trim and casing
Material samples (if proposing uncommon or new to market material)
Paint samples (from hardware store if applicable)
In addition to the above, please provide the following information:
Proposed Material(s):
Cedar and fir

Window types and locations:
Exterior cladding material(s):

Single pane, fixed glass and stationary on north side of
structure.
Wood with paint

*ADDITIONAL TIPS


Drawings required for building permits can often be used for Landmarks Review, as long as information regarding finish
detail, exterior materials, and windows and doors are indicated.



Elevations should be scale drawings and should include dimensions, heights, window and door locations and trim details.



Please include a photograph of existing examples (if the new features are to match any existing features of the house)



For structures within the North Slope Historic District, refer to the North Slope Design Guidelines for more information about
design. Contact the Historic Preservation Officer for more information.

Landmarks Preservation Commission
Application for Design Review
Page 7 of 7

RESIDENTIAL APPLICATION SUPPLEMENT CHECKLIST C
(for Window and Door Replacement and Restoration)
CHECKLIST include the following:*
Photograph(s) of work area(s) with locations of work indicated (i.e. in pen)
Detail illustrations of trim and casing and window profiles
Catalog cut sheets or product samples
In addition to the above, please provide the following information:

Narrative list of window and door
types and locations:

Door- One three panel fir door with light, on west side of structure.
Windows- Single stationary two section fir/cedar windows with 4
panel true divided light grid (per side)
Garage Door- Three panel per section with 5 section exposed,
standard roll up door 10ft wide.

*ADDITIONAL TIPS


Drawings required for building permits can often be used for Landmarks Review, as long as information regarding finish
detail, exterior materials, and windows and doors are indicated..



Please include a photograph of example elements (if new windows or doors are to match any existing features of the
house)



For structures within the North Slope Historic District, refer to the North Slope Design Guidelines for more information about
design. Contact the Historic Preservation Officer for more information.
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UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON TACOMA URBAN SOLUTIONS CENTER
CITY OF TACOMA LANDMARKS PRESERVATION COMMISSION

REQUEST FOR FINAL DESIGN APPROVAL

November 18, 2015
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INTRODUCTION
The University of Washington Tacoma Urban Solutions Center project is a rehabilitation of the Tacoma Paper & Stationery
Building, located between the existing UWT Science and Dougan Buildings. The 43,600 square foot building has a daylight
basement plus three floors, each at approximately 100’x100’. The building has a post and beam wood frame structure with
a pressed masonry facade. Built in 1904, this historic building is the last remaining undeveloped warehouse building located
along the newly redeveloped Prairie Line Trail. The interior build out of the space will house key UWT teaching and learning
spaces as well as new teaching laboratories.
The 2007 Historic Resources Addendum prepared by Artifacts Consulting identified the significant portions of the building
facades and included a section on character-defining features that should be restored as part of a rehabilitation project,
including the following primary exterior features: foundation walls, brick walls and sandstone detailing, sheet metal banding,
spandrels, and window casing, wood double-hung windows, and display windows at the Jefferson Avenue facade. The design
team has taken care to document these primary features and integrate respectful rehabilitation of key elements in this project.
The following list includes all features to be removed, replaced, or added:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Jefferson Ave Storefronts – Existing removed, replace with painted prefinished storefront display windows with
fixed transoms and low bulkhead wall. Storefronts will have a dark gray tone.
Upper Level Windows at East & West – Existing window and metal panels removed, replace with groupings of large
double hung windows and replacement articulated panels in continuous vertical bays between masonry pilasters.
These vertical bay elements will be painted/coated in a dark gray tone.
Masonry at East & West – To prevent further damage to existing masonry, remove loose paint down to base layer
and recoat with breathable flexible coating with a light gray tone. On the interior face of the exterior east and west
walls, insulated furring partitions will help to bring the building up to current Energy Code standards.
Prairie Line Trail Entrances – Existing glazing and framing removed, replace with prefinished storefront with a
tripartite division in each bay. Transom line and proportion of large center mullions will be matched and two large
kinetic doors will pivot at transom line to open interior spaces to the Prairie Line Trail. Storefronts will be finished in a
dark gray tone.
South Facade – Existing masonry was appropriate for interior use only and is deteriorating due to many years of
exposure to the elements. Existing masonry and paint coating to remain as air barrier. Propose additional support
system with exterior insulation and Richlite Rainscreen panels added to preserve the structural integrity of the brick.
New door to be added to connect the building with the adjacent Science Building.
Jefferson Ave Canopy – New painted steel canopy similar to historic canopy in location, form, height, and attachment.
Decorative Band at East & West – Existing painted sheet metal decorative bands to be removed; replace with
painted polyfiber reinforced gypsum decorative band with similar profiles and construction.
Fire Escape at East – Existing failing fire escape to be removed.
Scuppers & Downspouts at East – Existing scuppers, conductor heads, and downspouts to be removed; replace
with new conductor heads, scuppers, and downspouts.

The building core and shell improvements priorities are to bring the building up to current building and energy code requirements
for a Type III-B Construction Type and Business (B) occupancy, to secure the building structure and enclosure, and to improve
core infrastructure to provide the most flexible interior space possible. In addition to structural and architectural improvements
to enable future program activities, this project will require replacing and improving existing mechanical and electrical systems,
fire protection, life-safety, egress, and access.
At the north wall, the interior masonry will require penetrations to utilize the existing Dougan Building elevator. At the interior
cores, two egress stairs connecting Ground, First, Second, and Third Levels will be provided, and one of the stairs will exit
through the south wall creating a connection to the Science Building. The second egress stair at the North will connect all floors
and provide access to the roof level. A feature connecting stair will link the 1st Floor Jefferson Avenue level with the Ground
Floor Prairie Line Trail level.

Site Plan
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Landmarks Preservation Commission

APPLICANT/REPRESENTATIVE:

DATE:

71 Columbia Street, 6 Floor
Seattle, WA 98104

Elizabeth Moggio

July 8, 2015

Planning and Development Services Department

ADDRESS:
1735 Jefferson Avenue
Tacoma, WA 98402

th

LOCATION OF WORK:
To Whom It May Concern:

On July 8, 2015, the Tacoma Landmarks Preservation Commission voted TO APPROVE the following
application for:
Preliminary design approval for the proposed rehabilitation that includes replacing the Jefferson Avenue storefronts
with painted aluminum windows, fixed transoms, and a low bulkhead wall. The original transom and sill heights will
be maintained. The entrance will be relocated to the fourth bay under the proposed new steel canopy, which will be
similar to the historic canopy. The new canopy will be supported by tie rods anchored to the masonry piers, with
attachment points near the second level window sills. The deteriorated existing metal cornices will also be
replaced. The upper windows will be replaced with large fixed double hung windows and sheet metal panels in
continuous vertical bays between the masonry. New insulated, non-combustible metal stud walls will support
aluminum or aluminum-clad wood windows. Sheet metal panels at spandrel areas between windows will be
designed to match the overall proportions of the existing panels. The storefronts along the Prairie Line Trail will be
replaced with painted aluminum windows with a tripartite division in each bay. The transom line and proportion of
the large center mullions will be matched. Two large kinetic doors will open to the interior spaces. The masonry will
be cleaned and coated with a breathable light gray coating. Exterior insulation and Richlite Rainscreen panels will
be added to the south facade. The fire escapes and exterior staircase will be removed, with the intention of
salvaging the fire escapes for repurposing. The scuppers, conductor heads, and downspouts would be replaced.
Final design approval, for each of the proposed elements, is required by the Landmarks Preservation Commission.
Per TMC 13.05.047E(10), this approval is valid for 18 months from the above date unless renewed. Work not completed within this
timeframe, or prior to the expiration date(s) of related permit(s) issued by the Buildings and Land Use Services Division, must be resubmitted
to the Historic Preservation Officer. Please note that work must be performed EXACTLY as described above and in the attached application
materials. The Historic Preservation Officer shall be notified of any departures from the approved application. This approval is issued
pursuant to Tacoma Municipal Code 1.42 and 13.07, regarding Tacoma City Landmarks, Historic Districts and Conservation Districts.
This approval does not supersede or replace any other approvals, permits, or requirements of the City of Tacoma or other agencies,
including but not limited to the Washington State Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation, the National Park Service, and
Tacoma-Pierce County Department of Health. The applicant is responsible for complying with all other pertinent City of Tacoma regulations
and permitting requirements.

Please feel free to contact me at 253-591-5220 with any questions.
Sincerely,

Reuben McKnight
Historic Preservation Officer

Rendering of Proposed East Elevation

Rendering of Proposed South Elevation

Rendering of Proposed West Elevation
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INTRODUCTION
The Secretary of the Interior’s Guidelines for the Rehabilitation of Historic Structures (SOI) Standard #6 says: "Deteriorated
historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive
feature, the new feature shall match the old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials.
Replacement of missing features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence."
Based on the documentation of their condition, the historic materials on the Tacoma Paper & Stationery Building have been
approved for removal and replacement rather than repair as part of the design concept approval from the Tacoma Landmarks
Preservation Commission on July 8, 2015.
The choice of replacement materials has been taken very seriously by the design team and University of Washington Tacoma.
The following documentation of each element represents our efforts to best match the design, color, texture, and other visual
qualities of the original intent.
In this particular warehouse building, it is possible that the metal detailing may have been used because the cost of stone
detailing was too high. This is supported by the National Park Service (NPS) “Preservation Brief #16, The Use of Substitute
Materials on Historic Building Exteriors” that states: "Metal (cast, stamped, or brake-formed) was used for storefronts,
canopies, railings, and other features, such as galvanized metal cornices substituting for wood or stone, stamped metal
panels for Spanish clay roofing tiles, and cast-iron column capitals and even entire building fronts in imitation of building
stone." We evaluated several materials as a substitute for the metal detailing on this building, which we believe could have
been an imitation of wood or building stone.
With approval for full replacement of materials, the choices for substitute materials can be isolated without attempting to blend
into the existing profiles, or expecting them to mimic thermal expansion or characteristics of the original sheet metal, as a
selective replacement might entail. Many of the proposed locations for the replacement material are more than 12 feet above
the sidewalk, which are not proximate to close examination or possible damage, but a few key locations are at eye level and
want to recall the tactile and visual quality of the wood detailing. Materials were also evaluated based on architectural value,
warranty, detailing, available sizes, longevity, stability, and above all, ability to closely match the existing profile.

wood
polymer glass fiber reinforced gypsum, and
polyurethane

After evaluating several possibilities for each distinctive feature, three materials emerged as offering the best opportunity to
match the original design intent
•
•
•

Each material has inherent benefits based on their location on the building and relative complexity (high & difficult to repair,
high with large, complex profiles, and low & close to the eye). Together with aluminum clad wood windows and curtainwall,
these three materials will provide a good palette with which we can best match the design, color, texture of the distinctive
details of this building.

Decorative sheet metal trim shows signs of corrosion and failed seaming

Existing wood windows show signs of rot and splitting.

TRIM MATERIAL COMPARISON
POLYMER GLASS FIBER REINFORCED GYPSUM (PGRG)

•
•
•
•

Custom cast profile provides good match for existing profiles
Requires coating with high quality latex paint.
Fewer joints than sheet metal due to ability to cast in large
sections up to 12-14 ft
Large, dimensionally stable, lightweight elements
appropriate for large sections of trim that require long-term
durability.

WOOD

•
•
•
•

WATER
RESISTANT

LOWMAINTENANCE

Standard and custom profiles provide good match
for existing profiles
Requires coating with high quality latex paint
Readily available material that does not require
special tools or skills
Traditional, historic material appropriate for use at
visible and touchable surfaces
IMPACT
RESISTANT

POLYURETHANE

LOCATION

• Standard and custom profiles provide good match for
existing profiles.
• Attachment method similar to wood (adhesives and
fasteners)
• All parts require coating with high quality latex paint
• Low maintenance in difficult to replace locations

LEAD TIME

DECORATIVE
BAND

MATCH EXISTING
PROFILE
PGRG

WINDOW TRIM

STOREFRONT TRIM
AT EYE LEVEL

WORST

WOOD
POLYURETHANE

BEST

TRIM MATERIAL COMPARISON

4’

8’

16’

Proposed West Elevation, Jefferson Ave
0’

POLYURETHANE

PGRG

WOOD
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JEFFERSON AVE STOREFRONTS

West Elevation: Jefferson Ave, 1943

West Elevation: Jefferson Ave, 2015

APPROVED DESIGN CONCEPT
• Replace Jefferson Ave storefront with new painted aluminum display windows over
low bulkhead wall.

• Maintain overall configuration and scale of existing storefronts, but eliminate
secondary entrances and recesses that appear to have been continuously modified
over time in response to changing uses of the building.

• Adopt unified tripartite division of the windows above. This division will also keep
the size of each piece of glass under limits prescribed for contemporary storefront
systems.

• Retain existing datum lines of transom and sill, as these appear to have been
maintained over the life of the building.

• Use Structural Silicone Glazed (SSG) mullions to mimic the original appearance of
large plate glass display windows with a thin mullion.

• Replace existing wood knee walls with new metal stud bulkhead wall that will support
the display windows and be clad in metal or polyurethane formed panels and trim.

• Relocate primary entrance to the 4th bay under the proposed restored entry canopy.

WHAT WE HEARD
• Provide further documentation on the proposed replacement for storefronts,
including detailed information on trim profiles and material, mullion types, and
bulkhead wall construction.

• Provide further documentation of entry location.

• Suggestion to recess entry bay to reference historic and existing recesses of display
windows along facade.

• Provide further documentation on removal of alcoves

JEFFERSON AVE STOREFRONTS EXISTING CONDITIONS - ENTRY ALCOVES

Existing West Elevation: Jefferson Ave

Location of main entry doors appear
to have alternated over time between
these two bays

Existing alcoves and entry locations at Jefferson Ave

JEFFERSON AVE

Existing alcove at secondary entrance location

Existing wood panel and trim at alcove

JEFFERSON AVE STOREFRONTS PROPOSED - ENTRY ALCOVE

Proposed West Elevation: Jefferson Ave

Proposed entry location at Jefferson Ave

JEFFERSON AVE

0'

4'

8'

16'

Axonometric view of proposed entry showing wood millwork at recessed wall

ALUMINUM STOREFRONT

1 1/2”

JEFFERSON AVE STOREFRONTS PROPOSED - ENTRY ALCOVE

1 1/2”

Plan view of proposed entry location

3 1/2”

MASONRY PIER

3 1/2”

2”

1/2”

2 1/2”

Detail view of proposed wood millwork and solid panel at recessed entry wall

EDGE OF STUD WALL BELOW

WOOD
MILLWORK

PAINTED WOOD MILLWORK, TYP
TYPE W1

PAINTED WOOD MILLWORK, TYP
TYPE W2

PAINTED WOOD MILLWORK, TYP
TYPE W2

LEVEL 1 FF
88' - 4 3/4"

PAINTED WOOD MILLWORK, TYP
TYPE W3

Section view of proposed wood millwork and solid panel at recessed entry wall

JEFFERSON AVE STOREFRONTS PROPOSED MULLION TYPES

Enlarged Elevation: Proposed Jefferson Ave Storefronts and Entry

2 1/2”

CAPTURED MULLION
WITH 2-1/2” SIGHT LINE

2 1/2”
ALUMINUM MUNTIN ADHERED TO GLAZING JOINT
BASIS OF DESIGN: TRACO H-2331

STRUCTURAL SILICONE GLAZED MULLION
WITH MUNTIN

CAPTURED MULLION
WITH 5” SIGHT LINE

5”

TYPE 2

3 1/2”

JEFFERSON AVE STOREFRONTS PROPOSED WOOD TRIM

7/8”

Enlarged Elevation: Proposed Jefferson Ave Storefronts and Entry

3/4”
1 1/2”

TYPE 1

1 3/8”
6”

TYPE 3

2”

2 1/2”

TYPE 4

JEFFERSON AVE STOREFRONTS TYPICAL HEAD CONDITION

Enlarged Elevation: Typical Jefferson Ave Storefront

EXISTING

Documentation ongoing: unable to obtain detailed
measurements due to existing canvas awnings over
storefront head

PROPOSED

5 1/4”

3 1/4”

3 1/2”

1 1/2”

VARIABLE
HEIGHT

1 1/2” 3 1/2”

3 3/8”

EXISTING
4”

VARIABLE 1 1/8” 3 1/2” 2 1/4”
HEIGHT

VARIABLE
HEIGHT

2 1/4” 3 1/2”

5”

PROPOSED
2 3/4”

VARIABLE
HEIGHT

3 1/2”

1 1/2”

VARIABLE
HEIGHT

1 1/2” 3 1/2”

3 3/8”

JEFFERSON AVE STOREFRONTS BULKHEAD WALL

2 3/4”

Enlarged Elevation: Typical Jefferson Ave Storefront
VARIABLE
HEIGHT

JEFFERSON AVE STOREFRONTS TYPICAL JAMB CONDITION

Enlarged Elevation: Typical Jefferson Ave Storefront

EXISTING

PROPOSED

4 1/4”

4 1/4”

3 1/8”

3 1/8”

8 5/8”

8 5/8”

5 1/4”

5 1/4”

EXISTING

Applied Muntin
Basis of Design: Traco H-2331

Applied Muntin
Basis of Design: Traco H-3051

Documentation ongoing: unable to obtain detailed measurements due to
existing canvas awnings over storefront head

5”
5”

JEFFERSON AVE STOREFRONTS TRANSOM

Enlarged Elevation: Typical Jefferson Ave Storefront

PROPOSED

2”
2”

1”
1”

5”

1 5/8”
1 5/8”

1”
1”

2”

EXISTING

PROPOSED

MUNTIN
AppliedALUMINUM
Muntin
ADHERED
GLAZIN
Basis ofALUMINUM
Design: TracoTO
H-2331
MUNTIN
JOINT
ADHERED
TO GLAZIN
JOINT OF DESIGN:
BASIS
TRACOOF
H-2331
BASIS
DESIGN:
TRACO H-2331

1”

JEFFERSON AVE STOREFRONTS THIN MULLIONS

Enlarged Elevation: Typical Jefferson Ave Storefront
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Upper level windows at east wall, 2015

UPPER LEVEL WINDOWS AT EAST AND WEST WALLS

Upper level windows at west wall, 2015

Rendering of proposed windows, east wall

APPROVED DESIGN CONCEPT
• Existing wood stud walls, sheet metal trim, sheet metal panels, and windows
will all be demolished.

• New insulated, non-combustible metal stud walls will support aluminum or
aluminum-clad wood fixed double hung windows.

• New windows will be designed to maintain the existing overall organization
of large groups of double hung windows in vertical bays between masonry
pilasters.

• Sheet metal panels at spandrel areas between windows will be designed
to match the overall proportions of the existing panels and will have added
profiles to match the intended articulation in the existing panels.

• Sill and jamb profiles will be selected from a window manufacturer’s standard
line to best approximate the existing profiles. Currently looking at Marvin,
Wausau and Traco

• Windows will not be operable, but will have fixed offset sashes.

• Windows will be sized to maintain the same glass dimensions as the original
windows with jamb spacing and mullion width adjusted if needed.

• New windows and walls will allow the building to meet energy and building
code requirements while maintaining the same logic and spirit as the original
unique system.

WHAT WE HEARD

• Provide further documentation of window fenestration details. Demonstrate
that proportion, textures, and depth of detail are maintained for window
bays.

UPPER LEVEL WINDOWS AT EAST AND WEST WALLS

Proposed west wall showing window elements to be replaced

Proposed east wall showing window elements to be replaced

UPPER LEVEL WINDOWS AT EAST AND WEST WALLS

Typical window bay at west wall, proposed

Typical window bay at east wall, proposed

UPPER LEVEL WINDOWS AT EAST AND WEST WALLS WINDOW REPLACEMENT

DOUBLE HUNG ALUMINUM-CLAD
WOOD WINDOWS (FIXED)

Typical window bay at west wall, proposed

Typical window bay at east wall, proposed

UPPER LEVEL WINDOWS AT EAST AND WEST WALLS SOLID PANELS

SOLID PANEL OVER INSULATED WOOD
STUD WALL
FIBER CEMENT PANELS ARE PROPOSED
IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE CONSISTENT
FLAT SURFACE

Typical window bay at west wall, proposed

Typical window bay at east wall, proposed

UPPER LEVEL WINDOWS AT EAST AND WEST WALLS DECORATIVE TRIM

POLYURETHANE MILLWORK TRIM
CUSTOM AND STOCK PROFILES USED
TO CLOSELY MATCH EXISTING SHEET
METAL PROFILES

Typical window bay at west wall, proposed

Typical window bay at east wall, proposed

UPPER LEVEL WINDOWS AT EAST AND WEST WALLS DECORATIVE TRIM

POLYURETHANE MILLWORK TRIM
TYPE 1

3/4”

3/8”

1/2”
1 1/2”

5/8” 3/8”

BASIS OF DESIGN:
FYPON PART # MLD601-12

1 3/8”

Typical window bay at west wall, proposed

Typical window bay at east wall, proposed

UPPER LEVEL WINDOWS AT EAST AND WEST WALLS DECORATIVE TRIM

1 1/2”

POLYURETHANE MILLWORK TRIM
TYPE 2
BASIS OF DESIGN:
FYPON PART # FLT194-10

3 1/2”

Typical window bay at west wall, proposed

Typical window bay at east wall, proposed

13 1/4” VIF

1 1/2”

BASIS OF DESIGN:
FYPON PART # FLT183-12
1 1/2”

CUT TO FIT SITE CONDITIONS AS NECESSARY

13 1/4” VIF

POLYURETHANE MILLWORK TRIM
TYPE 4

BASIS OF DESIGN:
FYPON PART # FLT185-12

POLYURETHANE MILLWORK TRIM
TYPE 3

UPPER LEVEL WINDOWS AT EAST AND WEST WALLS DECORATIVE TRIM

CUT TO FIT SITE CONDITIONS AS NECESSARY

CUT TO FIT SITE CONDITIONS AS NECESSARY

5 1/2” VIF

1 1/2”

Typical window bay at west wall, proposed

Typical window bay at east wall, proposed

5”

3”

3/4”
1 7/8”

1 5/8”

5/8”

7/8”
DENTIL: 2” TOOTH, 2” SPACE

3/4”

BASIS OF DESIGN:
FYPON PART # MLD332-8

POLYURETHANE MILLWORK TRIM
TYPE 6

CUSTOM PROFILE

POLYURETHANE MILLWORK TRIM
TYPE 5

UPPER LEVEL WINDOWS AT EAST AND WEST WALLS DECORATIVE TRIM

1”

2 1/4”
2 3/4”

1/4” 1/4”
1 1/4”
1”
3/4”
1/2”

Typical window bay at west wall, proposed

Typical window bay at east wall, proposed

EXISTING

UPPER LEVEL WINDOWS AT EAST AND WEST WALLS TYPICAL HEAD CONDITION

Typical window bay at west wall, proposed

2 7/8”

9 5/8”

PROPOSED

2 7/8”

8”

5”

3 3/8”

7 3/4”
2 1/2”

10 1/4”

8 3/8”

EXISTING

UPPER LEVEL WINDOWS AT EAST AND WEST WALLS TYPICAL SILL CONDITION

Typical window bay at west wall, proposed

6 3/4”

12 1/4”
6 3/4”

12 1/4”

PROPOSED

8”

10 1/4”

8”

10 1/4”

19”

7”

10 1/2”19”

1 1/2”

7”

10 1/2”

1 1/2”

6 3/8”
11 1/8”20”
2 1/2”

6 3/8”
11 1/8”
2 1/2”

20”

UPPER LEVEL WINDOWS AT EAST AND WEST WALLS TYPICAL JAMB CONDITION

EXISTING

PROPOSED

10 3/4”

9 3/8”

12 1/4”
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Bare Concrete Gray Brick and Cream Color Base Coat @ East Wall

P1190303.jpg
Proposed Color Palette for Exterior Brick

APPROVED DESIGN CONCEPT
• Masonry appears to be a gray-colored concrete-type brick that was intended
to be painted from the time of construction.

• Remove loose paint down to the cream-colored base layer identified during
the course of testing in order to prevent further brick and sandstone damage.

• Following surface preparation, two coats of a 100% elastomeric coating
specially designed for marginally prepared surfaces would be applied to all
brick and sandstone.

• This type of coating is both breathable and flexible, so it will protect the
brick without trapping moisture, and will resist failure from any continued
movement or cracking in the masonry.

• The proposed color scheme is a light gray tone for the brick, and a darker
gray for the windows as shown in the color range examples.

Blacktop, CL 3237N

WHAT WE HEARD
• Proposed contrasting color palette was well received. Design team to bring
final paint colors for approval.
Berlin, CL 3226N

P1190304.jpg

Estate, CL 3236A

Color Range for Windows and Metal Panel
Shoal, CL 3234D

Color Range for Masonry
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APPROVED DESIGN CONCEPT

• All existing glazing and framing will be demolished and replaced with modern
aluminum storefront systems.

• The overall tripartite storefront division in each bay, as well as the transom datum
will be replicated in the new system.

• Doubled mullions will be used to match the intent of wider center mullions in the
original construction.

• Almost all of the panels will be glazed to provide light to student learning and
gathering spaces.

• Two of the bays will contain large kinetic doors that pivot at the transom line
and open up to the Prairie Line Trail using specialized gears driven by a hand
operated crank system.

WHAT WE HEARD
• Agreement that this is a secondary facade that has been modified over time for
railroad loading function

• Agreement on general approach for storefront replacement. Design team to
provide documentation of details

• Kinetic doors were well received. Design team to provide further detail on
appearance and operation.

PRAIRIE LINE TRAIL ENTRANCES PROPOSED MULLION TYPES

ALUMINUM STOREFRONT SYSTEM

KINETIC DOOR
(mullion spacing and profiles to match
adjacent aluminum storefronts)

CAPTURED CURTAIN WALL MULLION
WITH 2-1/2” SIGHT LINE

CAPTURED CURTAIN WALL MULLION
WITH 5” SIGHT LINE

SIMULATED DIVIDED LIGHT

PRAIRIE LINE TRAIL ENTRANCES PROPOSED MULLION TYPES

Enlarged Elevation: Typical Prairie Line Trail Storefront
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Enlarged Elevation: Typical Prairie Line Trail Storefront
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APPROVED DESIGN CONCEPT
• Large kinetic doors will have the same approximate appearance as the
static storefronts.
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• The doors will be manually operated and feature a system of gears, lever
arms and chains that recall the character of machinery often found in
historic warehouse buildings.

• The operable doors further reinforce the connection from the inside of the
building to the Prairie Line Trail and will provide a new feature gathering
place for the UW-Tacoma campus.
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Rendering of Proposed South Facade

Development of Accent Fins from Mechanical Support

APPROVED DESIGN CONCEPT
• While the West and East walls will retain more of their historical character,
the South wall, which has traditionally been painted with signage, will now
“advertise” the building’s new use as an urban resource hub housing various
technologically advanced learning opportunities.

• The proposed material is Richlite, which is a paper-based product that has
been made locally in Tacoma for about 70 years.

• Much like the other natural materials in historic buildings (wood, brick,
sandstone), Richlite ages over time and develops a patina and a slightly
mottled character.

• Richlite is extremely durable, maintainable, and long lasting material that
will provide excellent protection for the wall behind.

• A center “slot” of metal panel and new windows will provide natural light into
an interior stair.

• Colored accent pieces consisting of powder-coated metal angles will provide
added depth and interest to the wall.

• Concept of the accent fin was developed from coming up with a support
system for existing exhaust stacks to remain.

WHAT WE HEARD
• Contrasting color palette was well received. Team to bring final samples and
colors for approval.
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JEFFERSON AVE CANOPY

Jefferson Ave Canopy, 1943

Existing fabric awnings, 2015

Proposed Canopy

APPROVED DESIGN CONCEPT
• Remove all existing fabric awnings

• Original canopy over the Jefferson Avenue storefronts was a simple
rectangular form spanning two bays. Canopy’s height corresponds to the
transom line of the storefront windows.

• New canopy will be constructed of a painted steel channel at the perimeter
and will be similar to the original canopy in overall form, height, location, and
supporting structure. Original canopy was supported by tie rods anchored
back to the masonry piers of the building, with attachment points at roughly
the Level 2 window sill height

• New canopy will provide solid cover for the entrance, and will incorporate
lighting and downspouts as required.

WHAT WE HEARD
• Proposal to rebuild canopy and to general approach and location were well
received. Design team to bring additional details for final approval.

JEFFERSON AVE CANOPY PROPOSED DESIGN

West Elevation showing proposed canopy location
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Section through proposed canopy
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Existing Decorative Band at East Wall

DECORATIVE BAND AT WEST & EAST WALLS

Existing Decorative Band at West Wall

APPROVED DESIGN CONCEPT
• New decorative metal band will be of a similar construction to the original,
with prefinished aluminum profiles in standard shapes assembled over
miscellaneous light gauge metal framing or armature.

• Four or five interlocking profiles will be chosen to closely approximate the
shape, size, and level of detail of the original assembly.

• Detailed profile measurements of the existing decorative metal band are
shown at left.

WHAT WE HEARD
• Proposal to replace decorative band was well received. Design team to
bring additional details for final approval.
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Polymer Glass Fiber Reinforced Gypsum fabrication process
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FIRE ESCAPE AT EAST WALL

Existing Fire Escape at East Wall

APPROVED DESIGN CONCEPT
• The Historical Resources Addendum prepared by Artifacts Consulting for
the UW classifies the fire escape’s historical significance level as “minimal”.

• The original fire escape appears to have had only two platforms with a small
ladder connecting them to the ground; additionally, the supports and railings
of these platforms appear to be different than the current fire escape.

• The current fire escape appears to have been added at a later date, includes
stair runs, and is currently inaccessible and nonfunctional.

• The current fire escape exhibits significant corrosion and signs of stress,
including deformed and missing pieces; additionally, the current anchorage
to the building is likely not adequate to meet current structural design criteria
and should be removed to fully repair the masonry.

• The UW has serious safety concerns about maintaining the fire escape,
including potential unauthorized access and potential confusion whether
the escape is a functional egress path.

• The design team recommends removing the fire escape as the best long
term solution for the building that also best fits with the new program.

WHAT WE HEARD
• Discussion surrounding benefits of maintaining the fire escape, though
ultimately the group approved removal.

• Interest in possible re-use of key portions in art installation.
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1904 photograph showing original location of downspouts and conductor heads

Existing conductor head and downspout

APPROVED DESIGN CONCEPT
• New prefinished aluminum scuppers and downspouts will be installed.

• New downspouts will each independently tie into a stormwater stub below
grade.

• Color of downspouts and scuppers will match the dark gray color of the
windows and sheet metal panels and trim.

WHAT WE HEARD
• Proposal to rebuild conductor heads similar to original details was well
received. Design team to bring additional details for final approval.

Rendering of East Elevation showing proposed downspout and conductor head locations

CONDUCTOR HEADS & DOWNSPOUTS AT EAST WALL

Axonometric view of proposed
downspout and conductor head
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